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l. 1 General 
'rhe purpose of this presentation is the development of a general 
five moment equation and its application to the evaluation of influence 
values for any function in a laterally loaded continuous:curved beam. 
This thesis is t:tie outgrowth of lectures on space structures delivered 
by Tuma(l)• in the summer of 1961, The writer's contribution is the 
derivation of the five-moment equation and other analytical expressions 
related to it, and the presentation of influence lines for reactive, cross-
sectional elements and deformations. 
. The curved girder with its a~is in the x-y plane, and loaded out of 
this plane. finds a variety of uses in buildings. theater balconies, 
elevated tanks., bridges, etc. The analysis of such structures differs 
from that of a continuous straight beam in that the torsional moments 
are induqed ~n the former in addition to bending and shear. 
1. 2 Review of Literature 
. ~
The analysis of a single span circular beam with fixed ends and 
load~d normal to its plane has been studied by a number of investigators. 
Grashof/2\ the first to analyze such a str'Ucture, examined a circular 
ring cut at a section with two equal and opposite loads applied at the 
cut ends. Thereoy he neglected the effect of the bending and twisting 
momenta at the cut points. Gibson and Ritchie( 3>, and Oesterblom(4) 
1 
2 
obtained curves of bending and twisting moments for various values of 
span and cross-sectional variation. Pippard anq Barrow<5), Moorman(6), 
Schulz and Chedraui(l l) approached the proplem in a similar way. 
Moor:man(7) presented the influence lines for bending and twisting mo-
ments in a on1:1 span curved beam with fixed ends. Volterra (S, 9) ana-
lyzed circru.lar rings by integrating the differential equations of tre elastic 
. curve. Michalos(lO) gave curves of the torsional and bending moments 
i:p. ope span arch ribs for lateral wind loads. lt may be noted that the 
above literature survey shows the study restl"icted to single span struc-
tures only. 
Veltuni(12) appears to be the first to have analyzed a continuous 
curved beam, In his analysis, all the spans were equal and had the same 
center of curvature. He applied the moment distribution method, con-
sidering the radial (be.nding) and tangential (twisting) moments. 
Michalos(1 3, 14) generalized the method for space structures. PipparaC 15 ) 
solved for the redundant reactions and moments, by the method of forces, 
making use of the deformation functions of a circular cantilever arc. 
IJe also analyzed circular rings on many simple supports by the prin-
c:iple of lPastwork. Fickel(lG)f assuming torsional · 're:st·rafnts at all 
the supports and selecting an indeterminate basic structure, developed 
a three moment equation, Thereby he imposed a condition, which can· 
not be realised in an actual structure. He ·also presented influence 
lines for the bending and twisting moments and shear force in single 
span and continuous girders. Tuma (1) applied the principle of elastic 
weights and analyzed complex space structures with bent and curved 
meml:>ers. Patel O 7) analyzed a four span curved girder with fixed ends 
by making use of the angular functions of a one span basic structure. 
'l;'he carryover moment method developed by Tuma (l8, 19, 20, 28 ) 
and applied to continuous beams, is extended in this presentation to the 
analysis of laterally loaded structures. This method was also applied 
to the analysis of flat plates by Tuma, Havner, and French<21 >, and to 
the conttmious prestressed concrete beams by Munsh/29 >. The five 
warping moment equation developed by Gillespie<22 > was applied in 
carryover form to space tr-usses. Oden <2 3> employed the flexibility 
approach for the analysis of the complex plate-beam structures. 
Little can be fo-und in the literature on infl-uence lines for space 
structures. Chameck/25 ) developed influence lines by the methods of 
forces and displacements, Kame/30) used the concept of elastic 
3 
weights to the evaluation of influence areas for continuous bent beams in 
space. In this thesis, flexibility :method is adopted to develop the in-
fluence lines of reactive :qiornents, Maxwell-Mohr theorems(l4, 26 ) 
are found efficient for influence lines of deformations, 
In addition to the general review, basic principles such as coordi- · 
nate systems. formation of basic stl;'u,ctures~ assumptions and the sign 
convention are also discussed in this chapter. Chapters II and III are 
devot~d to the stereostatics and the deformations of a one span basic 
structure. Chapter IV deals with the stereostatics of an n~span basic 
str-qctu:re, and in the fifth chapter the five-moment equations is devel-
oped along with its carryover form. Chapters VI and VII cover a dis-
cussion on influence lineS and derivation of analytical expressions for 
the angular and other elastic functionsf Finally in Chapter eight, the 
theory, developed in this presentation, is demonstrated by numerical 
problems. 
Before going into details, it is necessary to establish reference 
4 
systems to be followed throughout this thesis. This is done as follows. 
Fig. 1. 1 shows the cartesian set of axes, where axes x, y are 





Fig. 1. l 
Cartesian Set of Axes 
The orientation of the x, y axes is varied from span to span for 
convenience. The subscript stands for the span. This is illustrated in 
~ 
the above figure. The x-axis of the span ij is directed along its major 
ohord, and the y-axis perpendicular to the chord.as shown. 
The calculation of the angular functions of a basic span involves 
integrals, as will be seen later. The evaluation of these integrals 
becomes easier with polar coordinates. Such a system is illustrated in 
Fig. 1, 2. 
dS 
Fig, 1. 2 




In ttie above ftgure, o is the center of curvature of the circ1,1lar 
arc ij lying in the x-y plane. oo', the bi$ector of the arc, is taken as 
a reference li:ne, with respect to which the angular coordinate of any 
e}e~ent is measured. ln this presentation positive angular coordinate 
is measured counterclocl:{wise. In the Jfig. 1. 2, the element at q is 
locat~d by the coord,inates (Ri, Q'.i' o), where Ri is its radius of curva-
ture. 
l. 3 Statement of the Problem 
A continuous curved beam with its centroidal axis in the x-y 
plane and loaded by out of plane forces and moments is considered 





Cont~nuous Curved Beam in Space 




The spans are numberec:l after ~heir left supports. Rl' R2, · · · • R 1• 
Rj' Rk, · · ·, Rn, are the radii of c;urvature of the spans 1, 2, · · 
i, j, le. ·, n~ respectively. 2u,> 1' 2w 2• · • ·, . 2w i' 2wy 2w k' 
6 
· • ·, 24l n' a:re the angles subtended by the spans at their centers of 
curvc:\ture. n<), · · ·• n .• n .• n., · · ·, n are the positive geometric ~ 1 J -k n 
angle changes between major chords of the adjacent spans at the interior 
suppo:rits 2, • • ·, i, j, k, · · •. n. respectively. The interior supports 
are spherical hinges. The structure considered may have any end con-
d:itions. 
7 
It can be easily ~een, that the continuous structure (Fig. 1. 3), 
with both ends fixed against deformations, involves a total of (n+5) un-
knowns and therefore is statically indeterminate to the (n+2) degree . 
The general method for the analysis of such a structure consists of its 
replacement by a primary or basic structure whose behavior under any 
type of loading is known, and on vhich the redundant unknowns are ap-
plied as external loading. For this purpose two types of basic struc-
tures are found necessary and their details are given below. 
a) One-Span Basic Structure. 
A one-span curved beam (Fig. 1. 4) rests on simple supports at i 
and j, and is restrained at the right support j against rotation about its 
major chord ij. R. is its radius of curvature and 2w ., the angle sub-1 . 1 
tended b:y the sp~n at its center of curvature oi. The structure, under 
the action of lateral loads and moments, develops that reactive forces 
Z .. , Z .. and moment X .. , which are statically determinate and sufficient lJ Jl Jl . 
for its stability. 
b) n-Span Basic Structure. 
Consider the n-span structure (Fig. 1. 3) with simple ends. This 
end condition is cho$en here only for simplicity. For any other situa-
tion, the modifications necessary to tackle the problem will be shown 
later. The total number of redundants in this case is equaf to (n-2). 
The structure is rendered determinate by providing (n -2) hinges one at 
the left end of each of the (n-2) interior spans (Fig. 1. 5) •. This device 
a.llows free rotation, of each span at the hinge about its major card, 
while it maintains perfect continuity in the perpendicular y- direction of 








z .. Jl, 
Fig, 1. 4 
x .. Jl 






Fig. 1. 5 








1. 4 Assumptions 
In this presentation, the following assumptions are made. 
a) The material is homogeneous and isotropic. 
b) Plane sections before deformation remain plane afte r 
deformation. 
c) Deformations are small, and elastic. 
d) Shear deformations are small and can be neglected. 
e) The support displacements, if there are any, are rigid. 
1. 5 Sign Convention and Notation 
I 
This is shown in Table 1. 1 only for those forc;es and deformat ions , 
which occur in the structures under the type o! loading considered in 
this thesis. 
TABLE 1. 1 SIGN CONVENTION 
- pt . Mt . Y1 Zl 
Mt . 
x . Xl Positive 1 +x . 
Applied 1 
+y. +y. Loads 1 +z. 1 1 
Forces Moments 
z .. Y . . 
lJ 
xii i( l J .. 




+y. 1 1 
F orces Moments 
!::. . e 
ryi rz1 
+:.r7( Positive x. +x. I 1 1 Defor m ations +y. f +z . 1 1 z. 1 1 
Deflections Rotations 
























+ z. 1 






STEltEO;.STATlCS OF A ONE-SPAN ClJRVED BAR 
2. 1 Statemep.t 
Span ij of the continuous curved beam (J;i'ig. 1. 3) is isolated and 
shown below (Fig. 2. 1) as a freebody in its plan view. Positive z-axis 
is oriented no:rmal into the paper. The forces are represented by the 
symbole 4 .<!>. T4e fir$t sta:t;1ds for a force acting in the positive z.-
d:i,rection and the second for one in the opposite direction. Vector nota-
ti(!)n is used for moments. and their direction is determined by the 
familia.r right h,and rule. The mqments acting at both ends are shown 
in the same directions, since for a symmetrical span, this results· in 
· identical values of angular functions. 
In the Fig. 2. 1. Pl' · · ·• P n and Mp · · · lVIn are the applied 
force1;3 and moments. respectively. Zij• Zji and Xij' Yij' :Xji• Yji' are 
the unkr,lown:posit:i,ve reactive forces and moments, respectively. An 
. inspection of the span ij shows that it is indeterminate to third degree • 
. Therefore Xijf Yij• and Yji are chosen as the redu.ndants and are treated 
as appUed arbitrary mo:n;ients. Zij' Zji' and Xji are expressed in terms 
of the redundan~s and applied loads by using the three equations ,of static 




L. = 2R. sin w • 
l l l 
Fig. 2. 1 
Freebody of Span ij 
2. 2 Ster:eo:-Statics of. the Curved Bar ij 
By summing moments about chord ij 
j 
\ M. =i 0 L JX 
i 
X .. :;; - X .. + bX .. 








¥here b:Xij ir:; the positive static moment of all applied loads about chord 
ij. 
By summing mo;rnents in the y~ directipn at j 
or 
or 
1 Z .. e;: 2R · . (Y .. + Y .. ) + bZ .. 1J .. i sin w i 1J F 1J 
Finally by sµmming fo!'ces in the z-direction; 
j l Fz .,, 0 
l 
1 z .. 
Jl 
;;: ,,._ 
2R. sin w. 
l l 
(Y .. + Y .. ) 




where bZ ..• 'bZJ. 1. are the positive end reactive forces due to the applied lJ 
loads Qnly acting on the basic span, 
~~Sross-1;1ectional Elements 
q is a ~ection in the span ij (Fig. 2. 1), located by the polar co-
ordinates (R1, D:'1). Fig. 2. 2 shows the free body of isolated part iq. 
By employing the three equations of static equilibrium of iq (Fig. 
2. 2), the cross-sectional shear V . and moments M t·• Mqbi' at sec-
, · · qz1 · q 1 
tton q are ca\cula te d as follows; 
Mqti· ;;:; X .. (-cos D:'.) + Y .. :/.J l .. lJ 
1-cos(w i+0:'1) 




2 sin w. 
1 
(2. 4b) 
( sin(-w .+a.)) ' l ~ ;::; X 1 .. J.("' .·sin a 1.) + Y.. - 2 . · · + ;t.J sm w. i 
+ bM b' q l 
14 
(2. 4c) 
where bVqzi and bMqti~ bMqbi are the positive shear and moments 






x .. lJ 
1/2 L. 
l 
Fig. 2, 2 
R. (1-cos(w. -a.>) 
l i l ' 
. o'. 
l 
Cross-Sectional Elements at q 



























The reactive and cross-sectional elements in span ij from Eqs. 
(2.1 to 2.4) are expressed in matrix language as shown below, 
a) Static Equilibrium. Matrix 2, 1 
x .. -1 0 0 x .. bX .. Jl lJ lJ 
z .. ;:: 0 D D Y .. + bZ .. lJ zi zi lJ lJ 
z .. Q -D 
zi -D zi yji bZ .. J:l, Jl 
where the use of subscripts for reactive forces and moments is straight 
forward. The fi.rst subscript gives the locat~on and the second, the 
other end of the s:pan. on which they act, 
b) CroEis-Seotional Force Matrix 2. 2 
~..__,.....~ 
V qzi 0 Dqzi D qzi x .. lJ bV qzi 
Mt' ;:: Aqti B t· cqti qi q 1 Y .. 
_,.~ bM t· lJ q l 
Mb" Ab" B qbi C qbi q 1 q l Y .. bM qbi Jl 
16 
where the subs<;:ripts used for the cross-sectional elements have certain 
significance. The last s11bsc:ript denotes the span ij. The first sub-
script stands for the location of the cross-sectional element, and the 
second, for the nature of the force or moment. 
By changing the subscripts, the above matrices (2. 1) and (2. 2) 
;rnay be applied to any ot}Jer span. For example, for span KL, i and j 
are replaced by Kand L respectively. 
CUAPTERIII 
DEFORMATIONS OF A ONE-SP AN EASlC STRUCTURE 
In this chapter algebra:tc expressions are developed for the end 
angula:i:' functions of a basic span ij (Fig. 2. 1) usirig the energy prin-
Giples. 
3. 1 .st~ai~ ~ner~ 
ln the l:i.ght of the fourth. assumption m,ade in Chapter I, the strain 
energy stored in t:tie circular oar ij (Fig, 2. 1) due to the applied loads 
and tlle ar'bit:rary end moment~f becomes 
... (3. 1) 
where d\ and~ are the differential angle changes of an element of 








R. da. l ' l 
GJ· . 
. . qt 






3. 2 Deformation Equations 
By E:lmploying castigliai;io's first theorem, the total angular defor-
mations at the ends of the bar ij (Fig. 2. 1) are obtained as 
fJ .. lJ:X 
e .. 
lJY 





,c Sl. ::; 







M d\ + 
q l d>t.b qti ax .. ax .. -
J l,J lJ 
(3. 2a) 
s:i oM t· s.i Mqbi oM b" Mqti q l dAt + q l d>t.b aY .. aY .. 
J lJ J lJ 
(3. 2b) 
Si aMqti li aM b. M -.,,.,.....,_ d>t.t + . M q ·1 ·d;\_ 
. . qti oY.. J. qbi 8Y.. b J J l Jl 
(3. 2c) 
where e .. , (;) .. ~ and e.. are the angular rotations at the ends i and j lJX l,JY . JlY . . . . . 
in the direction of the arbitrary applied- moments Xij' Yij' and Yji' 
respectively. 
The first partial derivatives appearing i:o. Eqs, (3. 2) are given in 
the following table. 
TABLE 3. 1 PARTIAL DERIVATIVES 
First Partial Derivative 
of Dependent Variable with Respect to 
Independent Variable 
x .. Y .. Y"° lJ lJ Jl 
M qti At· Bqti cqti q l 
Mqbi Ab' Bqb:i. C qbi q l 
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TI\BLE 3. ~ ALGEBRAIC EXPRESSIONS FOR ANGULAR FUNCTIQNS 
At. At 
ylj • 1 
Loa(la 
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Substituting for the mor:pents from the matrix (2. 2 ),for the partial 
derivati,ves from the Table (3. L ), the deformation Eqs. (3. 2) reduce to 
().. .,. X .. (f.. ) + Y .. (f.. ) + Y .. (g.. ) + (t .. ) lJX lJ lJXX lJ lJXY J l lJXY lJX (3. 3a) 
e .. = x .. (f .. > + Y .. (f.. ) + Y .. (g .. > + (t .. > lJY lJ 1Jyx lJ lJYY Jl lJYY lJY (3. 3b) 
$.. ;:; X .. (gj·· : ) + Y .. (g.. ) + Y .. (f.. ) + (t .. ) 
JlY lJ 1yx lJ JlYY Jl Jiyy JlY 
(3. 3c) 
where the COE;!fficients in the par~nthesis are the angular functions 
defin~d algebraically in Table (3. 2 ), and interpreted physically in the 
follpwing Article 3. 3. 
3. 3 Physical Interpretation of the One-Span Angular Functions 
I .----. -
Fig. 3 illustrates th€ angular deformations _of a basic span ij 
under the action of either a unit end moment or the loads applied across 
its span. The cause is shown on the left side of the page, and the cor-
resp<;mding angular functions on the right side. For example, the basic 
span ij, under the action of a unit end moment Xij (Fig. 3. la), under-
goes the end rotations f.. , f.. , g . . , as shown in Fig. 3. lb. The lJXX lJyx JlYX 
rotations are represented by double headed vectors and their direction 
is determined by the familiar right hand rule. For convenience let us 
call the left and right ends of a basic span as near and far ends, respec-
tively. 
f.. , defined as the angular fle~dbility, is the rotation at the near lJXX 
end of the basic bar ij about its x-axis. 
f.. , defined as the angular near carry-over value, is the rota-lJ;YX . 
tion at the near end of the bar ij about its y-axis. 
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gjiyx• defined as the angular far carry-over value, is the rotation 
at the far end of the bar ij about i.ts y-~is. 
Similar explanation follows for the angular functions due to the 
unit mqrnents. Yij and Yji' shown in the Figs, 3. 2 and 3. 3. respectively. 
lt may be noted here that. by the Ma:xwell 's reciprocal theorem, 
the angular car;ry .. over valuee f;J·xy• g1. , and g.. are equal to f.. , 
+ JYY Jlyx 1Jyx 
gjiyy• and gij:xy• respectively, 
The pµysical interpretation of the angular load functions tijx' 
tijy' a:p.d tjiy is given in ;Fig, 3, 4. Any general system of out.-of-plane 
load~ are shown in Fig. 3. 4a. and the corresponding end deformations, 
deftned as the angular load functions. q.;re shown in Fig. 3, 4b. A com~ 
parison with the Fig. 3. lb. revec:1,ls t}iat tij~· \jy' and tjiy are similar 
to the angular rotations fij:x:x• fijyx• and gjiyx' _respectively. 
·Xi 





Fig •. 3. la • . Fig .. 3. lb 
ApJ!)lied Moment Xit 1 End Slopes 
Y J. XJ;1; ij 
, Fig. 3, 2a 
Appli~d Moment Y1f l 
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:Fig. 3. 3a 
Appliijd Moment Yjt 1 
Fig. 3. 4a 
Applied Loadi;; 
x ... Jl 
Fig. 3 
t .. lJY 
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STE:REO..,S'l'ATICS OF AN n,.,SPAN BASIC S'l'RUCTURE 
An p-.span continuous curved beam with a general system of nor-
mal loads is shown in Fig. 1. 3. The corresponding n-span determi-
nant str'llct'ure (Fig. 1. 5) is obtained as explained in Article 1. 3, In 
this continuous basic structure, the angular deformation caused by the 
appUed loads at the near end of each span about its major chord is not 
continuouij, The chord moments necessary to bring about the continuity 
of the said deformations are the redundant unknowns and they are shown 
as externc1l loads in addition to the applied ones in Fig. 4. 1. 
g 
n xhi 
Fig. 4. 1 
n-Span Basic Structure 
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4. 1 Stet:eo,.Statfcs· and Joint Equilibrium 
Span :i.j, isolated from Fig, 4. 1~ is shown as a freebody ~n Fig. 
· 2, l. The matrix (2.1) defines the static equilibrium of the span ij. An 
Orderly change of S\l,bscripts provides such equations for any other span. 
as ~xplai:ped at the end of Article 2, 3. 
To express the unknown moments Y .. and Y... consider the equE-lJ Jl 
U.brium .of the forces and moments at joint i (Fig. 4. 2 ). 
Fig. 4. 2 
Freebody of Joint i 
In the above freebodr sketch. Z:i.h' Xih' Y ih are the positive re-
actiops acting at the far end of the span hi. and Z:i.j' Xij' Yij are those 
at the near e:nd of tbe span ij. Z. is the positive reactive force pro-
1 ' 
vided by the simple support at i. 
The 1,mknown force Zi and moments Y ih' Y ij are expressed in terms 
of the redundant moments XhP Xij and the applied loads, by employing 
the equilibrium condition of the joint i. 
By summing forces in the z ... direction 
z. = z.h + z .. 
'.I. ·1 lJ 
By summing moments about chord ij 
Yih = - Xih cot q - Xij cosec q 
By summing moments ;:i.bout chord hi 
Y... = x.h cosec n. + x .. cot n. lJ l l . lJ . l 
Denote for the trigonometric functions 
cosec n. = if;. 
l l 
cot n. = n. l . l 
· and for the r(:;!action influence coefficients 
xz.(gh) 
= Dzh l/Jh l 
xz.Chi) 
= - ( Dzh(nh + ni) + D. . i/J ·) l Zl l 
xz.<ij > = (nzh !/Ji + D .(n. + n .)) l z l . l J 
xz.<jk) = - D . l/1. 
l Zl J 
BZ.(gh) 
= - !)Zh l/Jh l 
BZ.(hi) =· (D h n. + Dz.if;.) l z l l l 
BZ.(ij) 







Substitutin~ from the static equilibrium ma.tr~ (2. l), and using 
the notation defined vide Eqs. (4. 2), the joint equilibrium Eqs. (4. 1) 
red1,J.oe "to the following: 
Joint '$quilibrium Matri:x 4. 1 
yih' n. -!/;. xgh BYih l l 





xz (hi) xz.<ij) 
i l 
xz.<jk) 
. l x:. l~ 
BZ. l 
xjk 
where BY ih' BY ij'and BZi are the correspon,ding reactions at i due to 
the applied loads only. They are 
Joint Equilibrium Matrix: 4. 2 
BYih. ""~\ bXgh 0 
BYij Ii= !/Ji bXhi + 0 
BZi :sz.<gh) l Bz.(hU l 
BZ.(ij) bXij bZ. l l 
where bZi is the sum of bZih and bZij which are the positive reactions 
at en,d i of the one span basic structures hi and ij. respectively. 
The use of sub and superscriptE? for the reaction influence coef-
ficients needs e,xplanation. The main letters X and B preceding Z de-
note the influence of th~ redundant moment and applied loads, respec-
tivE:lly. The subscript sta:p.ds for the support and the superscript for the 
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in,flue:p.Q:ing redundant or applied chord mo.ment. 
Again,. by proper ~hange of the script-letters, the matrices (4. 2) 
and (4. 3) give the necessary equilibrium equations of any other joint. 
4. 2 .crose .. sectional Element~1 
'rhe qro~s.,.seGtional eleme.nts, at any section q of span :ij (Figs. 
2. 1. 2. 2). are available from the matr:i.x (2. 2) in terms of the moments 
Xij' Yij' Yji' an~ the applied loads, 
Denote f o:i: the cross .. sectional influence coefficients: 
·· ... o .1/J.··.~'. xv<h~) 
qz1 1 qz1 :0 .(n. + n.) :; Xv (ij} qz1 1 J qz1 
-D ,,, = Xv (jk_) 
. ~'{,I· qz,1, J qz1 
C ,,, Xm(j~) 
- t•'{,/• =. qt1 
. q l J . 
- Bqbil/li .... Xm (h~) ql:n 
; (i.) 
; (Ab"+ n.B b .. + n.C b') = Xm bJ. q1 1q1 'J,ql ·q1 
- cqbiwj ·= Xrn (j~) qb1 
- Dqzinj = Bv (ij_) qz1 
.. , 





. Emqti B tµ 
(hi) 
. qbi 'i ;;:: :Smqbi 
and 
- C qbi0 j · = 
{ij) 
Bmqbi (4. 3) 
Now substituting for Y-moments from the matrices (4. 1) and (4. 2), 
using the above notation, the cross-sectional force matrix (2, 2) for span 
ij beoomes: 
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Cross ... Sectional Force Matrix 4, 3 
V qzi 
Xv {h~) X:v (ij) Xv (j~) xh. BV . qz1 qz1 qz1 . l qz1 
Mt' = Xin (h_i) Xm Cip Xm (j~) X .. + BlVI t· q l qt1 qtl . qtl lJ q l 
lVIqbi 
Xm (h~) Xm (ij) Xm (j~) 
xjk BM b" qb1 qb1 qb1 q l 
where the main lett~r X and the superscripts denote the redundant mo-
ment influence. The load terms are: 
Cross-SectionaJ Force Matrix 4, 4 




qz1 bXhi bVqzi 






qb1 bM b' q l 
where the main letter B and the superscripts denote the influence of 
the applied load chord moment. The shear bV . and the· moments qz1 
blVl. ti' l:?M. b" are oue to the applied loads acting on the basic span ij, q q l 
as defined in Chapter II. 
The m.atrices (4 .. 3) and (4. 4) are general and therefore may be 
applied to any other span. This is done simply by switching from letters 
h, i, j, · · ·, to k, t m, · · ·, respectively. 
CHAPTER V 
DEl;tlV ATION OF ~IVE .. MOMENT EQUATION 
In t:\lis Cb.apter. the principle of least work is employed to derive 
the five~mo:rrient equation. Its application for various end conditions of 
a continuous structure is discussed. Also. the carry-over form of this 
equation is develop!;!d in Article 5. 4. 
Cqnsider the n-span continuous ourved beam (Fig. 1. 3). The cor-
respo~ding basic structure with the redundant mo;rnents and applied 
lc;:,ads is shown in Fig. 4. l. The supports 1, 2, · · •• i, j, k, · · • 
n. n+l, are ae3Sllmed to undergo positive displaoements Alz' .6.2z' 
· · ·, Aiz, Ajz' .D.kz' • • ·, .6.nz' An+ l, z , respect;i.vely. 
5. 1 'roted Potenticill Ene.!Q:_ 
'l'he total energy consists of the strain energy of the curved bar 
minua:the work of reactions • 




us l 1 s+wi "ii 2' 
ii# 1 -w. ' i 
(5. 1) 
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The work done by the reactions is 
n+l 
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where the cros13-sectional moments M. t·. M. b.·.· and support reactions 
. . . .. . q l" q l~ . 
Zi are available from matrices (4. 3, 4. 4) and (4.,L 4. 2),.respectively., 
or 








(Zi A. ) lZ 
(5. 3) 
5. 2 Compatibilijl Conditions 
The condition of consistent deformation across the continuous 
structure would provide compatibility equations. The number of avail-
able compatibility equations is equal to the total number of redundant 
moments, It is sufficient to consider one equation, since all the compati-
bility equations are similar in form, before any modifications for the 
end condition:;; are applied. 
Ma.thematically, such a condition for the continuous angular defor~ 
mation acro1:1s the span ij of the n-span continuous curved beam (Fig. 
1. 3) is stated, by the least work theorem, as 
au ,:; 0 
"'ax:'-:-
. lJ 
whe;re Xij is th~ redundant moment in span ij. 
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Usini thf;" Eq. (5. 3) for the total energy, the above condition 
becomes 
+1 -
n · az. 
+ ~ -.1 A = O L ax .. 1z 
i"': 1 lJ 
A close examination of the matrices (4. 1) and (4. 3) J;'eveals that the 
redundapt :i;noment Xij can inflµence, at the most_. the reactions provided 
by the supports at h, i. j. k, and the cross,..sectional elements in. spans 
h.i, ij, jk. Thus the above equ~tion reduce$ to 
j S:. ( aM t· · aM b' ·· ) 
i M .t· ax~.1 d\ + M bi~ tlXb 
-w. q l lJ q lJ l . 










TABLE 5.1 FIRST PARTIAL DERIVATIVES 
Partial Derivative .,,.,... 
Span ::: lJ 
1--,-------------11----
hi 




















5. 3 l?ive.,Mqmen,t Equation 
.Sub~tituting for, the c:voss-sectional moments from tqe ml;ltrix 
(4. 3), · the partial derivatives froro the Table (5. 1), and introducing the 
notatioµ of Table (6. 2). the Eq. (5. 4) veduces fo 
X.j (F .) l ], + 0 (5. 5) 
X.k (G .. ) J Jl 
which is the desired five~momemt equation. It may be noted, that each 
of th~ terros in the above Eq. (5. 5.) represents a:o. angular rotation of 
i 
the n'l"span basic structure about chord ij due to the redundant moments. 
or the ap:pUed loads or the vertical displacements of supports. 
In an n ... span continuous beam 1~ 2., : • • ,· g. h1 i, j. k, 1. 
n, n,+l •. the spans bi,. jk, and gh, kl, are denoted as the near and far 
spans,,,·:respectively, with respect to the span ij. 
The q~antities in the parenthesis of Eq. (5, 5) are defined below, 
and their, phys:i,cal inter:pr~tation is given in tbe next article. 
Ggi and Gki are defined as the angular far carry-over values from 
the far i:;pans gh and kl, respectively., to the span ij of the n-span basic 
structu:re. 
Ghi and Gji are de{ined as the angular near carry~over values 
from the pear spans hi and jk, respectively, to the 1:;1pan ijff'the n-span 









Fig. 5. la Applied Unit Moment xij 
F. G .. 
~--. l Jl 
g k ) .1 
(n+l) 
Fig.· 5. lb Angular Fle;x:il;)ilities and Carry-Over Values 
l__,~n 
Fig. 5. le Applied Loads 
Fig. 5. ld Angular Lo~d Functions 
Fig. 5. 1 
n-Span Basic Structure - PhysiGal Interpretation of 
Angular Functions 




Fi is the angular flexibility of the span ij of the n-span basic struc-
ture. 
T~L) and -rfA) are the angular load and displacement functions of 
the span ij of the n-span basic structure due to the applied loads and the 
support displacements, respectively. 
5. 4 Physical Interpretation of the n-Span Angular Functions 
Fig, 5. 1, illustrates the n-span basic angular functions. A unit 
couple Xij is applied as shown in Fig. 5. la. The corresponding angular 
deformations are G ., Gh., F ., G . . , Gk., shown in Fig. 5. lb. These 
g1 1 · 1 Jl 1 ' 
are actually relative rotations at the corresponding hinges. Therefore, 
they are represented by two double headed veoto;rs, as shown. 
The loads are applied across the n-span basic structure (Fig. 5. le). 
The corresponding relative rotations are TiL), ·, T~L>, T~L), T~L>, 
' · ·, at the hinges at 1, · · ·, g, h, i, · · · (Fig. 5. ld). 
In Fig. 5. le, if the applied loads are zero, and instead, the sup-
ports undergo vertical displacements, 
tions in l;i'ig. 5 1 1 d will be T iA), · · • 
the corresponding relative rota-
T(D,) T(A) T(A) ••• , etc. g , h , i , 
5. 5 Modification of the Five-Moment Equation for 
Various End' Conditions 
The application of the five-moment Equation (5. 5) to the spans 
near the ends needs few modifications. This is explained below for all 
possible cases, 
a) Both Ends on Simple Supports 
This can best be explained through an illustration. For this con-
. sider a six-span continuous beam ghijklm on simple supports (Fig. 5. 2) 
loaded by a general system of loads. 
Xgh • I 
Xi,; = I 
xii= 1 













T. ( A) 
l 
Chord ·ij o.f. n_~.$,p-an B.as·h: · S.tru_ct-U.re 
r (Xm(gh)) (Xin (ij\dA qth . qth .. t + f.h(Xm (g.hl) (Xm(ii.>j d:I. Ji . . qbh qbh b 
th (Xm (hi)) (Xm {ii)) d:I. J. qth ·. qth t 
,l· . 
+ fh(Xm(h.i)) (Xm(ijl) d:I.. J; . qbh qbh b 
Si (Xm(h_il) (Xm <q>, d). j .. qtL qh t + li (Xm (hi)) (Xm Cii)) d). j ··. qbi qlli b 
Sh<xai (ij)>2 d:I. r·· ·.. 2 + . (Xmqbh) d:l.b 
. i. qth .. · t l 
r (Xm (ip)2 <i:I. j qt1 t + r (Xin (ij_) )2 d:I. j qb1 b 
sj (Xm Hj) )2 d:I. 
k. qtJ . t + 
y (Xm lij_)):i d). 
k . qbJ b 
r (Xm (j~)) (Xm (ii)) d:I. ·. + j qti qh .. t. r (Xm (j~)) (Xin0i_li d:I. j · qb1 . ·qb1 b 
f {Xm(jk)) (xm<q>j dl!. 
k . qtJ . qtJ t + 
}i cxm <i.~ 1, ocm Cii_> > dX 
k. . qbJ . qbJ b 
sj (Xm (k_l)) (Xm lip) d:I. 
k qtJ qtJ t + 
Ji (xm'(k:l) (Xm {ii_)) d:I. 
k . qbJ .. qbJ b 
f · c·i sh (i ·> 
, (BM th) {Xm :t) dAt + . i (BMqbh) (XmqbJh) d:l.b 
l q ' q . 
r .. c--, r . . c-·> (BM t·) (Xm :~ ) d:l.t + j (BMqbi} (Xmq~Ji) dA.b i .qi qi 
Si.. . ( ... ) 
k (BMqtj) (Xmq~j ) d:l.t + sj . 1--, k (BMqbj) (Xmq~Jj) d:l.b 
(XZ (ij)) A . + (xz.(ij)) A. + (xz.Oi>) A, + (XZ (ij)) A 




. .,,,,,,. -i-,-, 
g 
p g 
Fig. 5. 2 







lt may be noted, that the five-moment equation is developed in 
terms of the redundant chord moments. In. this case there are six 
chords. with which six chord moments Xgh' Xhi' Xij' Xjk' Xkl' and 
x1m :may possibly be associated. The moments Xgh and x1m are 
statically determinate. and they are obtained from the known end condi-
tions aml the statics of the end spans as 
(5. 6a) 
(:_. f .. ) \ 
(5. 6b) 
The structure is statically indeterminate to the 4th degree. 
Xij' Xjk' and Xkl are the four redu:,;1dant13. The structure is extended at 
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both endS:i as $hown by broken Unes only for convenience in the applica-
tion of the five,.moment equation. to the end redundants Xhi and Xkl . 
The cho;rd moments and all the load and angular fu.nctions associated 
.with these i;J;nagina:ry spans fg and mn are zero. WHh the 9-bove infor-
mation, the application of the five-moment equation to the four riedun .. 
dants becomes stra.ight f~rwarg. 
b) Both Ends Fixed Along x; and y Axes of the End Spans 
A sb;-span contim,lous strul'.!ture ghijldm with both ends fixed 
(Ftg. 5~ 3} is indeterminate to the 8th degree. The symbol "-" 






Fig •. 5. 3 
Stx·Span, Continuous Girder with Fixed Ends 
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moments, ThE;! five-moment equation can not ~ake care of the\Y-.moment 
I 
redundants directly. Therefore. it is necessary to transform them into 
chord moments by some i::peans. The Y -momep.ts' at the ends may be 
easily visualized as chord mome:p.ts associated with zero spans. In 
other words~ this is equivalent to saying that they are associated with 
the imagi:n,a,ry !:!pans fg and mn:i whose load and angular functions are 
ze:ro. These imagi.na.ry spans are oriented such tha.t the :redu,ndants 
Y gh and Y ml ij.re rei:ipectively equal tc;, the chord moments Xfg and Xmn' 
';rhis c;:a.n be ea,sily verified by examining the so•called freebodies of the 
joints g and m (:Fig. 5, 4). 'l'hus 
and 
Yn,1 = X ++• mn 
f 
-~ ~- ,::.. 
,,, xf (_L_gf g 
g·~y -


















The new set of redundants are Xfg• Xgh' Xhi' Xij' Xjk' Xkl' Xlm' 
and Xmn· The imaginary spans de, ef, no, op (Fig. 5. 3) are added only 
to facilitate the application of the five ... moment equation to the redun-
dants Xf:g' Xgh' Xlm' and Xmn· The moments and the angular functions 
associated with the$e spans are. zero. Thus with this modification the 
applicatio:p of the five-moment equation to any re9.undant becomes simple. 
Any other combination of the end conditions is simply a special 
case of (a) and (b) explained above. Therefore. witli the tools developed 
in (a) and (b) any end conditions can be easily tackled. 
5, 6 . Carry-0,er Five~Mo:r;rient Esuation 
Solving the five~momeri.t Equation (5. 5) for X .. , we get lJ 
x .. ,..,. 
lJ 
Define the c:ar;riy,..,over moment factors 
~ Gn. ( .. ' l.) i= r . (,. .=-2:) ::; rhi g:1. F. 
l l 
Gk. G .. 





The subscripts denote the influence of one redundant upon the other. 
For example r gi is the carry-over from redundant Xgh to the redundant 
x ... lJ 
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Tbe load and displacement functions on the extreme right side of 
Eq. (5. 8) are defined as the corresponding starting moments associated 
with the redundant moment X .. , and they are denoted respectively as lJ 
T~L) T~A) 
(- ·}. ) ::; (- }. ) = (5. 10) 
l l 
Using thE;? above notations in Eq. (5. 8), we get the desired carry-
over five•moment equation as 
x .. = lJ 
X'. h ( r . ) + Xh. (rh. ) g g:i. l ' l 
+ + (5. 11) 
The phyf:lical interpretation of the moment functions appearing in 
Eq. (5. 11) is given in Article 5. 5 .• 
5. 5 Physical Interpreta,!!..01:1; of the Moment Ftlncti<:>ns 
a) Carry .. Qver Moment Factors 
An n..-span continuous structure indeterminate to degree one is 
consid~rec,i. (Fig. 5. 5). This differs fvom the n-span basic strtlcture 
(Fig. 1. 5) in that there is no hinge placed in its span ij. No loads are 
appUed across its span, lt is assumed that the supports do not undergo 
any displa.cements. 
A unit couple Xgh is applied as shown.. The redundant moment Xij 
can be ~olved by employing Eq. (5. 11), in which the chorq. moments Xhi' 
. {L) (A) Xjk~ Xkl' and the starting moments mi , mi are zero. Thus, the 
Cc+rry-over moment factor r . is the chord moment X .. developed at the 
·~ ~ ' 





Fig. 5 .. 5 (n+l) 
n,..Span Continuous Curved Beam 
Similarly the carry.,..over factors rhi' pji' or rki may be defined 
as the chord moment Xij due to unit couples Xhi' Xji' or Xki' respec-
tively. ln v:i.ew of the relative location of the spans gh, hi, jk, kl, with 
respect to the span iJ·, rh .. r .. , and r ., -k. are c;alled the near and far 
l" Jl g1 · l 
carry--over factors, respectively. 
b) Starting Moment functions 
Co:qsiqer the n--span continuous beam (Fig. 5. 6). A general 
system of loacts is assumed to act across the structure. It is assumed 
that there are no support displacemen,ts. 
In Eq. (5. 11), on the right side, all the terms except m~L) are 
zero. Thu$, the redundant Xij equals m~L)_ This defines the load 








Fig. 5~ 6 
n., Span Continu<;>us Curved Beam 
Similarly in Fig. 5. 6, if all the applied loads are zero and instead, 
the support.s ~ridergo displacemep.ts, the redundant moment Xij becomes 
equal to the displacement starting moment mfA). · 
C;f!Al?TERVI 
INFLUENCE LINES 
An tnfluence line is a diagram which shows for a particular sec-
tion the variation of any function ,.. force. mon;ient, or deformation -
due to a unit load :inoving across the structure. Its analysis in the case 
of a statically determinate structure is simply a rnatter of statics. In 
thia chapter, the procedure and necessary analytical expresf;iions for 
obtaiping such diagrams are developeq for ~he case of indeterminate 
structures. It is assumed, throughout this chapter, that the supports 
do not undevgo any displacements, 
6. 1.. Influence Lines for Fo;rces and Moments 
~ ... 
The first and the most important step consists of the determina-
tion of the redunda:nt moment influence equations. The carry-over pro-
cedure renders the analysis practical, provided that the number of the 
redup.dants does not e~ce~d three. In case of more redundants, the 
compatibility matrix is solved for the desireq equations by means of a 
digital computer. Both the methoc;ls are explained below separately. 
a) J\.lgebraip Carry-Over Moment Method 
Co:m,ider a structure ghijkl with simple ends {Fig. 6, 1), in which 
4h:i,• Xij' arid Xjk are the three redundant chord moments. 
The c;arry-over moment factors defined vide Eq. (5. 9) are noted 
in Table (6. 1), Let the load-starting mo;mepts, oorrespondipg to the 






Fig. 6. 1 
Five-Span Continuous Curved Beam 1 
(L) 
mj , respectively .. 
. (18 19 20) The carry-over procedure, explained else where • • , is 
an iteration process to solve simultaneous linear equations. As the 
principle of superposition holds,· the redundant moments are solved for 
individual effects of the starting moments. Table (6. 1) illustrates the 
carry-over process for a unit starting moment m~~) . 
In the last row of Table (6. 1) are shown the moment influence 
eoefficie.nts mhh' Illhi' and mhj obta:i,nec:l by summing the solumns. 
These are dqe to a unit value of m~~) ~ . ·. 
Sim;Uar procedure for unit values of mp, .. _)iand m}L,) wilt 1prdvide the 
corresponding moment influence coefficient mih' mii' mij and mjh' 
m ..• m ..• respectively. 
Jl JJ 
Superposing the results, the redundant moments are expressed 
as: 
TABLE 6. 1 
Redundants 
' ... 
--:· ' ' .{.''·:· 
Carry,.Over Factors 
St~rting J,VI~rnents 
Ga:rry .. Qver J;=>rocess 
c. o. No; 1 
c. o. No~ 2 
c. o. No: 3 
c. o. No: 4 
and so on 
till the process 
converges 
l 
MOMENT INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS 
FOR rn~L)= Unity 






























r .. h (rh .+r ·l'' h. )_. 
~ji(:r:-h/~ 1/'}ii ) .... J ' J l l 
., 
:ml:lh mhi rnhj 
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Redµndant Moment Influence Matrix 6, 1 
xhi :mhh ;mih mjh mh 
xij mhi m .. rp .. m. Jl Jl l 
xj'-< mhj rnii m .. JJ :m. J 
Substituti:q.g fo;r the starting moments vide notation of Eq. (5. 10), 
and incQ:rpora,ting the angula1:1 fle~t'bility terms with the rnon;lent :i.r.d'luence 
ooefficients,. the above :rpq,tri~ becomes 
Redundant Moment Influence Matrix 6. 2 
xhi · ahh aih ajh -T h 
xij ahi aii aji - T. l 
xjk ahj ~\j ajj ~ T. J 




and so on. 
Th1,1$, with tbe angular load functions known for any position of 
the moving unit load, the redundant rno;ments are determined by ;matrix 
(6.2). 
l:;>) M~tri~ Solution of Redundants 
Af:$ rne:p.tioned earlier, this method finds an efficient tool when the 
:r,i.umbe:r C;>f redundapts in a structure e:x;oeeds three. Consider, for 
illu~tratto~. an, eight-span continuous beam with simple end supports 
(Fig. 6.2). 
0 
F:ig. 6. 2 8 
~ight .. Span Contin-q.0\1,1;1 :Seaw 
.A.n inspection pf thilil structl.ll'~ reveals that the chord moments 
Xi;a• X28, x34~ x45, x56, and x67 ar~ the ~i~ redundants. ,:rhe 
s~a.ticaUy det~:rn;:iinate guantUies a:re: 
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(6. 1) 
Also:,. t;he ~ngular d:i,splacernent functions T(,A) vanish, since there are 
· no support c;ili.spla.pe:ments. After su'bstitu,t:i,ng for the statically determi-
nate chorGt :n;io~e:Qt$ x:01 arid x78~ the fiv~l'"rnoment ~quations (5. 5) ~or 
the st~ riedu.ndants a;re arranged in the matrix for:m as 
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Co:rnpat:lbility M~trix 6.3 
Ji' 1 G~n 031 X12 'T 1 
0 12 F2 G32 G42 X23 7· 2 
Gis G23 F3 G4r~ G53 X34 '1'3 
:: (-1) 
G2~ G34 F4 G54 G64 X45 T4 
.,. G3S G45 F5 G65 x56 T * 5 
G46 G56 Fq X57 7'6* 
whl',;re 
,,, 
,. * 5 c::; (T5 + bX7a G75) 
ap.d (6. 2) 
IT(;>* ,; (T6 + bX7a 075> 
In th.e ap~eviated forrri., the above rnatr~x may also be written as 
[F] [X] ::; (-1) [r] 
Solving for the req:unda:n.t :rnorne:r;i.ts 
This i~ ex:p:res~ed in itl:'l complete form as 
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Redundant Influence Mat:t;"ix 6.4 
:Xii all Pri 1 a31 q. 4 l a51 a61 "'7'1 
Xas a12 9,2.2 a.32 a42 a52 a62 -T 2 
X34 al3 a23 a33 a43 a53 a63 .. 7 3 
;: 
X4q a14 a24 a.34 a44 i':l-54 a64 -T 4 
x:56 @,i5 a25 a35 a4l5 al;>5 a65 -T * 5 
Xa7 al6 a26 a36 a46 a56 a66 "'T * 6 
whexie 
[ a] ,;: [F(i 
Comparison of matrices (6, 2) and (6. 4) shows their similarity. 
The flexibility miltri~ [F] i~ inverted i~ the Urst meth.09 by the carry-
over pro~es~. wll12!r~a$ in th(:;) second :metnod this is done by the classical 
matvix ~:p:p!PQijOh o;r by means ot digital co~puter. 
Having k:nown the redundant moments fpr all positions of a unit 
load moving acros~ th~ st;r,ucture, th,e dete:n:nination of the othe;r re~ 
active ~le;n1ents and th~ forces at any cross-section is a matter of 
iatlil.tios~ a.pp are founq by the equations developed in Chapters II and V. 
Thi$ is illust:rated by a nu.meric:~l e;x:ample in Chapter VIII. 
6. 2 · Influence Lines for Deformations 
' 
For tMlii purpose~ the Max;well a,nd Mo;h;r theorems are employed. 
'l'h~ form~r states that tne i:nfluence 1:i.ne for a linear displacement or 
9-n angul~:r- rot1;1,tion at a s~ction of a st:ructuxre is tne elaE;Jtic curve, it~ 
self, developed by the applicl;;l.tion of l;l. 1Jniit for~e or a unit couple at 
that sectio:t\l aot:j.pg in the direction of the qefor;rnation. The lV,[ohr's 
theol;'e;µi ~tates that the elastic curve of a struotur£;: is equal to the bend-
ing moment q:i.ag;ra;m qf thE.il correspopding conjugate structure acted 
upon by the elastic loao.EJ. 
ll+ thi$ presentation the influence lines are developed only for 
Une~;r aiSiplacements. in the .z .. ctir~c~;i.on. l3y a si:mUar procedure, those 
for the ~ngull;l,r ~efop;rm,a.Uc;ms could be obtained. Fig. 6. 3 shows an 
Il""SJ;)i-ll con~inuous struoture, t~ 3, • . • •, ;i.j k,, •, • •, (n+ 1). In. span ij, 
t is ~ !il~Ct~on for whiQh thE;i inUuenoe line fo:r positive cleflection is 
c;lestre(l. Therefore, in a9c.orda,.nce with the Ma~well 's theorem a unit 
positive fo:ree is applieq. at that s~ct:i,on. 
Thi~ ind,eterminatE;) strii1cture~ under the action of the unit con~ 
c~:n.trq.ted foroe~ is an.alyzed fo:r tbe redundant cho:rd moments PY either 
the carry ... e11ver methoq. or tqe roatri::K; method as e:x;plained earlier in 
thi~ 04apte:r. By using the :r;n{jlt:r.ice:Ei (4. 1, i> and (2. l, 2), the reactive 
~l~m19nts oth~r than thE:l redunda;nts :;1nd th~ croijs-.sect:i,onal elements in 
· any $pan are dete~mineq.. 
'rhe ne~t step i~ th~ determination of the cqr;responding elastic 
cu;1;1v~. This is dope py applying the Mohr's principle to the st:r.ucture 
urtdel;' conl:iideration. 
J51ig. 6. 4; shows an ;n..,,span conjugate (:ltructu.re corresponding to 
the real one of Fig. 6. 3. The intermediate joints 112, • • ·, i, j, k, 
• • ·, 1')., '' are hing~s, which can trans:rnit only elastic forces, in the 
p~ane of the $tructure, betwee;n the adjacent spans. The ends 11 1 and 
(n+U'' a:re simple supports and develop conjugate reaoUve forces only, 
under the ~cUon qf the elastic loads Pt and pb. For e:x;ample ::X: 12 and 
Y 12 (F:i,g. 6. 4) ar~ such re.:l-ctiops, which ar~ tli,e qorrespondi;ng end 
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Fig. 6. 3 
n .,.,Span Continuous Structure 
~lop~s of the n .. s;pan continuous stru,du:r.e (Fi,g, 6. 3). 
lf the E;1nds of the res,l structure are fixect, the corresponding 
c;o:nju.gi;l,te structur~ will have free ends. Th.I? intensity of el(;lstic loads 
p't and ·Pb, cief~ned in ChaptE::r VIL act in ·the plane of the structure. 





Fig. 6,. 4 
n-S:()an ConJugat~ Struotu:re 








Consider the end span l2 isolated as a freebody from the n-E;pa.n 
conjv.gate struc:::ture. This is shown in Fig. 6. 5. 
'fhe 9,i~t:rib1,1ted ela~tic forces pt and pb a:rie replaced by their 
· statlc~Uy equivalept ooncentrated forces V 12:x: and P 12 .·· defined by 
.,._ y 
Eq13. (7. 32). The ponjugate reactions x12 and Y 12 are known by virtue 
of th~ Eqs, (7. 33, 34), r:i:'he unknown reactions :x21 an<;i Y :n provided 
'by ~he hi;nge. are determined by the two conditions of the force equ:Uib.,., 







Ftg. 6. 5 
'rhe lQcp1.tion Cl of P 12x and P 12Y is i:mmate:riQ,l fo:r our problem~ 
therefor~, th€;! moment equ,Uibrium condition is not used,. By carrying 
ot1t. th~ s~id fo:roe equilil:>:riu:m o~~rationt:il, we g~t the following: 
(6. 3a) 
(6. 3b) 
Coneid'::i;-ati¢n of the force equilibrium of joint 2 provides the left 
end ;r,eijc;:tio1;1~, x~ 3 and Y23 of the co:p.j\lgate span 23 (Fig, 6. 6). They 
are given. l:>y; 
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X: 1 -,_ 21 ·2 
~. 
"1'21~ X 




Fig, 6~ 6 
F:reebQdy of J otnt 2 
C<'-lnjuga.te Rea.ctipn Matri~ 6, 5 
~21 
l 
·~!S d~{tneci ·i~ · Ch~pt~;r ~v. 
Si:r.qilarly p:roo~ .. edi;ng fxiom · span to span th~ end reactions 9f all 
th, c~inj'1g~te s~ans·are founc,f. by empl<;>ying Eq. (6. 3) and matrix (6. 5). 
WW.'l this :i.nf <:>:rma,tion ~~ bq.nd, the ell;l.stio curve in all th~ ~pans is 
.dete:p:l;lineo iilrS ~Kplatn~c! in the following section, 
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'q) ~la,st:i.~ Cu1;1ve. 
'I'll~ igene;r1;1.l expresl;lions to~ tb~ ben.~iing moment at a.I:1,y section 
:r ofthe ispaJi?. ij of tbe ~.-span conjugate st:ruotu:re (:trig. 6. 4) are derived 
b~low. "!'his (:>QviQu$ly appUe~ to ~ny <:>ther span. Fig. 6. 7 shaws the 
t~ol~te~ cQi;ij-µiat~ span ij wit:b. the ~:n.qwn e:rid reactions Xif Yij and 





Freebody pf Conjugat~ Span ij 
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(6, 4) 
·. wh;e:r~ RM:t:i?.i i~ tµe pendi:p,g mo:ment at r due tfl the conj1Jgate reactions 
pply, M<:l f~qm Fig. ~' 7 t:qi~ ;i.$ as 1qllow~n 
(6. 5) 
~m(l 'IJW!r~i i$ tµijt at r d-qe tq the distribut~ d, (;'las.ttc loads Pt ~mi i>b 
onjy. Tbii fpllows fr<:>m the lUq$, (7. 8, a. 11~ l2~ lS) as ~:iven below. 
(6. 6) 
'i5"if'Ji' (l?tU) . · ... 
. wh~r~ .Y,Lv.1r:rii · . is Vq,Ud only when the sectiQn :r is lqcated to th~ 
;right c;,f the point of ap~UPati~~. t~ of th'9 ~oncentpatl'3d load P. 
· A!ll .roen.tion,~d earlie:t'i tne qendipg moment ii'$ th~ qeflection at 
t~ia.t s~qtton~ Qr 
(6. 7) 
Thu1;1, when tb~ e,ppUed lQad :i,E;l 1.u1tty and Xij' Yiji Xi,j"' Yij' and Yji a:re 
the Qor:respoi':lidin,g e~d r~e.qti<>nl?~ the :mqs~ (6. 4 .. 7) define the influence 
ltne fQr t'.h,E;! deflection at t (Jl~g. 6. ;3), 
CBAP'l'ER VII 
SPEClAL DERJVA TIO NS 
fa the -n;rececting (;lhapteris of this presentation, the basic theory is 
developed in te:r,ms of the .;lngvlar and elasto statiq fun9tions. Thf;l appli-
cation of the theory ie;; pqssible~ only if the isaid functions ;;ire defined 
mathematically in d~taU. Therefore. in this chapter analyti,cal 1;:;xpres-
sionR are de:rivE;ld for the~e funcUops. 
7 ~ 1 On~~Span Angular Lpad Fti;nctlons 
~ . ,1 
Fig. 7. l shows a-bi;l.sic span ij. A unit positive load ;moving across 
the span is located at r by an angulGlr djrstance 1'i meiasu.red c;:oi;mter-
qloc~wise from t:n.e cen,te:r of th.e span,. Ma~well and Moh;r theorems are 
empl9y~d to develop influer1,ce vall,1.es fo;ri the ccrrresponding end rotations 
t._j .• t ... and t.. • 1 X l,JY . JlY 
~) influence Vc1-~ues Q{ \j:x: 
'l'he basic ~pan ij l()acled by a unit pqsHive moment Xij is now shown 
in Ftg~ 7. 2. The r(;!sµlting ijlasti,G curv13 is ihe dE;si:red inn\ience linE;J 
for ,ij~· 
\ 
z ti' 0 (7. la) 
ij 
z .. ;;:: 0 Jt 
(7, 1b) 








E'tg. 7. l 
y 
o' 
x .. Jl 
Fig. 7.2 
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?h~ fr,,'.Qody of ir is shown i:q Fig. 7. 3, in which the rr;ioment 
Xjj i~ :r~solv~(;]. into co;mppqente Eil<mg and perpemdic;ular to the Ghord 
:i,:r. They ar~ 
(7. 2a) 
w .... 'Y· 
Y - . 1 1 
. h' .,. s~n :, 2 . (7. 2b) 
The fprces ~nQ nioroe.ntfiil at :r~ refE:';):t'r(;'ld to th~ <lh9:t"d ir. are deter-
;miqedfrom it~ st~tiQ E)quihb.ri1Jrp as 
(/,). + 1'· 
¥ l ' 




. l . 
,;:; 'I' SlJ:'l ·I I 2'' ··'I 
y 
Fig. 7. 3 





In. t~is fi~:i;-e q' is an.y sectiQn located at an angular distance a-v 
m~a.$\lre~ (?QUQ.ter clookwise from the center of th~ arc ;i.:r. Using the 
il'lfh,1emc~ mat:ri~ (2. 2), the positive orQS$nseotiona1 moments at q.' are 
writt~n ~s 
~ .+ry. w .+-y. w .+')'. 
lVlq'ti ;;; cos \ l A.q'ti + sin \ l ]3q'ti ~ sin \ l cq'ti 
I\ in ., QOS Cl.' 1 
. q'ti 
W,..,N, 
l '·1 1 .,, cos ... 2 . · .., a' 
:;:: 
' I', ' w ,'~11:- ' 
2 sin· . 1 2 l 
C ii,..· " q yl 
Q9nj1:1.~ate ,sp~n .. ij 
w.+y. 
. 1 1 C 
Sl:P ~...,....,.,_ .· q'bi 
(7. 4) 
. 1 1 I ( w.--y. ~ e1n. · .·· . 2 . + a 
, wi.:.'Y· 
2 . l sm. 2 ... 
; .. --:;., 
. l 1 I ~w. "''Y· l Sl~k .•. 2 . - a. 
w ·""'Y· 2 . 1 1 s1;n . · 2 
Wig. 7. 4: shows t:P,e c;ionju,gate span cprresponding to the real one of 
the F:i,g. 7.2, 
Pt ancl 'i;i'0 ar~ the var~al;)le intensities of th~ dif::ltribu,ted elastic 
lop1.<;l~ aqting i11 tang'ent:LaJ and ra<;iial d:lrection9, respectively. At any 





X.ri~R1( ~ip wi'1sin ,) 
~ 
//Q 






REllfe~rt:ng t{:) t}ie :r~at E:,tructu:re (ll'ig, 7. 2), the only po~~:i.o~e defori~ 
roatfons~ 9onstst~n,t w~~b the con,s1n;•ai:nts. ~r~ the. end :rotations fijxx: • 
. fijy,c ~t. tit~ lf;lf~ ~nd a,t}ct gjiyx at the :r~gb,t E;ind~ as shown in Fi~. 3. 1. 
Therefor~~ th~ co;r:res~o:qdipi. con;ju~ate :r~~cti~ns, p.S sp.own i;n the 
l;l'ig~ 7. 4.. i,\:r'~ , 
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·.xtj 'Iii £ .. (7. 7a) l.JXX 
v.j =;: fij~ (7. 7b) l 
yji 11;: ,.. gjiyX; (7. 7c) 
Jif{))l+owing th,e M;ohr'~ theox,em, the naeitive detlection at f;lection 
r ~$ ~q'IJial tQ the o.onj'uga,te m9roeint at that ~ection. Thus 
(7. 8) 
wn~:re the su'bsoripts r/ z, i indicate t~e pQi:nt of irivestigat:Lon~ the 
di:r~oti<,:m of moment or oeflectioµ, iancl the spi;in, respeGttvely, The 
i=nJp~rscript$ :x;i stand fo:r tp.e 9ause, Fo:r exc3.mple, M::f is the conju-
gate ben.~ii:ig mQment GJrqt;i,ng in the Z-d,i:rectiori. at 13ection r caused by 
. tl+~ ~pplicat:ion of a ~n:lt mom~:nt :x:1j at thEl near eI?-d of basic span ij. 
Th~ ben,ging rnome:ot at any seqtion pa.n b~ expressed afll th,e sum of 
;R,~r2:i dµ~ to oqpjµgate reaction~ and 13JVI':r;;z;i due to the elastic loads 
Pt and i'it, . ?;"hus 
(7. 9) 
Consid~;r the f;reebody ir (Fig. 7. &) ist;:>l9rted from the conjugate 
spa,n ij (Fig. 7, 4). 
It follow~ tram the l;l.bove sketch that 
'i"i'W (x9 :;, f ( ) f ( ·) 
A.,\VJ.l'Zl . ijx:K y l"i ,.. ijyx xrii (7.10) 
""" • . l 'l . I . I ( 4). "''Y· ) ) .. 
'"'Pq'bs:m, ':;!'"'+a·. d<l! 
f .. 
lJ~X 
... (ul,"''}"· ) 
. . l l ' Ft~ Sln .. I ~t . + Q 
i_ ____ _ 
~ 
.· N. 
_,,,, ,,,, \ rt 
~ii, 7, 5 
Gm1juge.t~ Freabody ip 
. . 
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$~1;n:;1U~ut1ng; for th~ elasUc:; l9q.d1;, from the Eq~~ (7. 4, 6)f and Uf::ling 
the noti3.tiPn vide Eq. (7, :;) ~nd ?:'able (3. 2), the ~tH;;>ve ~qua,tion :reduces 
·to·· 
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i5'W <~U ~ ( g . f ) 
.p,1,vi.;rzj · · iryy ~ iryy (7. 11) 
Th~ Eq; (7; 9)" tc:,gether wi~h the expr~ssiop.s (7 i 10, 11), defines 
. th~ tnihifJn~e valµes q,f the a,~gula:r loa,d function, \jx of a basic span ij. 
".!;'he p:r~~edure f<;>r devetoptng an~lyj;icai expressiqns fori t:he 
,inllu@nc~ v~iu~~ of the ~flg'l,llar load fu.q~tiQr.l.S \jy ~nd tjiy is exactly 
. . . 
eimi~a:r to that fo:r \jx ex:plSrtned in. det~:U. Tbe:refore, only the f:lnal 
e~p:tifts,ici;m.s · are given below. 
·. b) Influ~ne~ V~lµes of tijy 
A wr<yo ,;;· t 




A Tii' (yi) " t 
. rid · ;,i: ,1.yJ.:rzi . jiy (7. 13a) 
(7.13b) 
(7, 13c) 
m:(yj) . ·;,; (<~ ) + cot (y >) g 
r?,i · ri .. ·. wi ~i · iryy (7.13d) 
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. ~- ~ ·" 4,7;,S-ul~;t'~~nctiop~ pf ,tr~ .. ri~Span ~a,siq Structure 
A,;nalyti~Htl ~,q>ressiops for t:h~ ang~la:r fu,nottons defined i;n Ch,apter 
V ii!:?'~ now qe;riv~d. 'l;'hefile ar~ q1,1ite generill a,n,c:i thereforie apply to 
c,,~ntinuqus structures with va.riable cross,,..se<;:t:i.on. 
A;n~llil-,~,,F,l~xi,1:)g~t;y, and .. (?~~~y-Ove:: Values 
Sµl!>etitutill~ the notatiqri, vide Eq. (4~ 3) anc;i 1.tsing thE: Table (3. 2), 
the first five e;x:p:r~ssion~ of the Table rn. 2) be~ome, respectively, 
(7.14) 
G · 'Ill fl (L) +r ~ (J;t) hi ,.,..hi ""'}1i (7. 15a) 
G (4) "" ,I, (g + n U \ hi '."i "' ~:1. ihyx: . h t:;lihyy' (7, .15b) 
~ ~ .l/J .• ·(f.... + n. l: (f. ) ;,, n. gi. ) · 1 +J~ · 1 .· · iyy J JYY (7. 15<;!) 
F . 'Ir Jt_(L) ;,, F.<C) + F{R) 
. ~ ' 1 1 (7. 16a) 
;F (~) 
i 
F;;j <wll fihyY t 2 f 0 1 ijyy + ni nj gijyy ,t. t\ fijyx> 
(7 ,: 16b) 
F.(O) q; (+ ni fij~y + fij~;x + nj gij:x;y) (7, 16c) l, 





('.R.) G . · " ,.. r/lj ( fj k .i, ;n · i: (fj ) ""' :n,~ ~h~ ) Jl . yx,. J yy ~ 3~yY (7.17c) 
(7, 18) 
Aa defined i:q, Chapte:ri V, Qgt i;ind Gld a~e tlle angulq,;r, far carry ... 
~v~;r vali.:ttij, Ghi a:no. Gji a:i:-fi3 the angul~;i;i near oli1.r:ry~over values.· Fi 
;.~ the f;in,gul~~ 0~:x;ibi~ity of span. ij ot the n"'lilpan ba~ic:.: st;r;ucture. 'l;'he 
l:1;:q~. ('7 ~ i~ ~ 17) ijbow th~ sul:>d!viij;i,Qn of thei;e fµnctions. lt has no 
·· l;Spec~al ijlQnifipanoe, e~oept that· i~ becomwi:i eas:y to deal with them. 
An1»,~a,t,,L9e,~· ~'1nctio.u 
· Upon 5'ubi;tit"tion of the notatiq:nl\li vjde Eq. (4, 3), Tabla (3, 2) ;and 
Eqs, (7. lij, · ta), the s~th expression, of ~h~ Table (5, 2) reduGes to 
'7' (~) ;: 
1 
(L) (L) (L) . (L) · 
~l/i ~ .. -t, p. t.. ,j, t.. + p. t.. • 1/J. t.k i ihy : :,, 1Jy J.J~ . · J ~J.Y · J J Y 
.. ~xgh ogi .. bXh10Jf> .. bXij Fpi> + Q4jk ~ k Gk1 
(7. 19) 
An~l~:r D:l$J2laceme:n,t Fµnction 
v, 1,1.1 ,. . ,, ; I .;.. I 1; . I· 11 .. ;1, ;.. I 
rrom th~ ·7 tli expression qi the 'J,"able (o, ~) 
,rf4) ~· .. rk1·. t~A1· ) + (n,. +. n.>t.<.A) ~ 1/,1. t.(k4) 
'I- H i J:1,J JJ 
(7, 2 0) 
and eg on, 
'J:. ~ ,1\,,q~lr,r Fµpctjon~ ?f, a. ;8~~:i,o. Spa,.n for Coni;it~nt 
Cros!;l Section 
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The tnerti?l,l priop~:rties of th(;) seoticm of the basic sp:qn ij (Fig. 
2 .. l) a:i;ie ~liis1,1:,:ne9 papstl.\l.nt ac:rp1::1s Us l~ngtll. 
~llb!iiltitwUn~ into th,~ exp:i;ies;~:i.ons of Table p. 2 )~ for notation~ 
Eiq. <i. 7')~ ~nq perfQ;rmin~ th$ integration betwe~n the indicated limits~ 
,the jf),n,gµ,1;;1,:r flE;ixiPiliti@s and qar:r;y,,.over values I'edu~e to 
8 'E)l~in w:i. (f.l (sin 3u,ii-+ 4wi cos -w:i. ,.. 7sin u,)i) 
+ (44,). cos 0.). "" sin 3w. ~ sin w .)) 




111 1/i(i _,, '~'2-"i' µ (4w:I, + awi oos_21i.>i - $sin iei,>i) 
e :a,t ~in ~i' 
,+ . (2w i <!lQS 2w i .,, $bl 2 ei,>i) 
wbr~:tl'ij fJ i,;; j ~ tbe raUc:, o~ pending a.r;id to:rsiol:lal ri~idities. 
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(7.21d) 
1;'h~$, tt<im the a"bov~ it i~ o"bvto~s, · th~tfor a ba~ic !ji:pan w:i,th 
~rQt1Jfil~iseetii,opi!1,~ va:i;,tation syn:unetl;'~c~l with reeip~Gt to its eeriter~ there 
a:r~ · oql;y f<;?\l:r d:i.stinet a;ngula;;r fun(ltior,,~ • 
. r,~ ~\,,}!~H~~~~.~.;~~f.V~.}!>~ a ;aPr~,i.~,SP~A ij 'pu~ t~ a ,vmi 
· Gona~·ntre,ted Fq:roa . . 
,f W,i t ,I 4/ II(, .\\ , J 11 1 ii . Y• I, , :. 4 
. A l::>asi9 1:3p~n ij, with a uni,t concentrated load a.:p:plied at Section t, 
· is l:ilhown in.Fig. 7. fl, l'hei ;poin~ of appl~cii1,Uon of tp.e. unit force is 
· lQp,i~~ed 1:)y polc1,r eoo:rdinates (Ri~ /3i). The P~fpose o{ this artiole is t9 
d~vei~~ ijijQe1;uHu.•y ~P.9-lyf;ical expi:"es~:i.Qt\S fo:r the defle~tion at any sec-
tion r, ~oq;a,te4 i,n the tqllowing figu:re b;y polar cood,inates (Ri ~ 'Yi) • 
~y ~ml)loying t~e tnrl\:le equations of ~t~Mc t;1quiHbrium of th,e basic 
I 
span, the x-~ac~ive;, fore1is oZij~ bZji and moment l;iXj:i. 9-re e~pressed as 





Tl,.e cro~s .. seotion,al forces at a:ny seotion a;re vi~·nJ,ali~ed a~ a sum 




--- . Jl 




. ], . . 
---.----------.. --·-""1 
Fig. 7 ., 6 
Ba.siq Spa:n ij 
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The fira,t eff~c:;t is cons~clered a.,s fol+<;'!W$, Consider the f;reebody 
in ('.J;i'ig. 7. 7) The reactive f9rce hZij is treated as an applied ioad, q1 
ii:; an;)' ~eQtio:o. lqcatect by pola,r pooridi11ates (Ri' q\), as shown. 
Th~ ;r-e~oti.ve fo:rq~s at r rieqµirec;l for the 9tatic ~quJliqrium of 
ir ~re 





With tl:ie help of the bnJluer.ioe mat:d~ (2. 2) thE; po~itive cross.,. 
. Cq'bi 
pz .. lJ 
q' 
--
. · l 1 1 W,'""""• ~ 
-....,~- 2 R. sm .,..,,....2 . .- ~--·-. l .... 
Fig. 7. 7 






?:'he :i,p,~e~s~ties qf th~ ~orref?ponding elq,s~ic loads a;re given by the 
followtng ~quations 
_,. 1 { \ ~ .. lh' " ~ M 'b'( q li,ll +:,fJ.q I (J, l 
(7.25a) 
(7. 25b) 
Th~ ;Eqi. (7. 24, 25) a:1?e valid for any loGat:i,on of q' across the 
$pan ij. 
To det~rmine th~ contribution of the applied un:i,t loact, consider 
the f:rE1!1;3 l;>Pdf of ir as shown tn Fig. 7. 8. 1:'he qv~rhang"jt"(Fig, 7. 8) is 
not i:;t;rei\rn~~d, ai:; there 1:3.r~ no loi;Lds acting on th~t portion of span ij. 
q" i$ an.y IPEl9tion lo(Cated by (;J:ti' q:i,") as shown below, 







11'.J sin~ tha influ~noe mi;ttl'.l:i~ (2, 2 ), tbe positive Ple>l,llents at tl:le 
f .• . ". d Ell\Q :icm q ~r~ exp:reij!;IE:1 •. as 
~!,',. •. 
cq''t~ ,,,. 
C ''o· = q . i 
( ~i "' '\ " 1 .. CQ$ . " 2 . , 1 .. Q.'i 
. .,,~. 
l ' !,l, 
2 I 
( {3. .. 1'· ) l · :I. II 1;1in 2 .. .,. ai 
J ,··] '" I ",I:$, ' ~--· "''],I 
i "Yi 2 $bl h I 2 Ii 
""' 1 (M ) )? A 11tii. ;llj fl!J . • .q"ti 
"1. 'fl ",il'. qH' · .. 







The e~pression~ given by the Eqs. (7. 27, 28) a:r(;) v1;1liq as long as 
/31 is greater thari 'Yi • 
With th~s imorrnation available, tl?-e n,~x:t step i!:1 to develop an 
e:x;p:vessio;n fo:r the d~flecti.on liil.t :i;- by e:i;nploying the Mohr's :principle. 
Fig. 7. 9 shows the ~onjugate ~}?an ij cor:re1e;JpQn,ding to the real structure 
qf the Fig. rt. 6, 
w.~,y. 
q' c;1,nd q" are. shown i:LS located by (I\ i :1, 2 1 -tr ~\) . and 
13 "'i' (Ri, · i 2 ,k + ai''), re$p~cti.vely~ relative to r. 
i 
Fig. 7. 9 
Co1,1jugate Span i.j 
t.' JW 
j 
t .. ~ t .. , and t.. ~r~ the anguJa:r load fu:q,ctions of the basic span lJ~ lJY · JlY 
i.j (Fig, 7, 6). Therefore, th~y are shown a$ the coi:;ijugate reactions. 
' ' 1' 
The e;lastic weights due to the reaction bXij and the unU ~oad are shown 
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sepi;l,~ately with sin,gle and double primes~ re~~l;:lctively. The elastic 
belld~ni mom~nt wrJ:t at the section r ~ whtch is ~qual to the defleo~ 
tiql'} ~t th1;1,t S§?ct;i.on is given by 
(7.29) 
where 1tiVf :n;i i.~· the el~stic rpom~nt due to Gcmj1,11.ga~e reactions onlyl 
a,p.d !'lVfJi:i.tU , !ffJf;;flI) are du~ tq the ela~tic weights corresponding ta 
th~ ftr$t ~nd second effeqts, :rest?ect:tvely. 
E:x;l)la~ation for the is1,1.bsqri:pts is given on page, 62, The super~ 
l and II dijnote 
the :l!trst an4 flieqonQ effects, ;respectively. 'ro avoid ~onfusion~ expres-
~i<ms for the funo~ions 'Ii;M and lrM are derived separately in the follow~ 
tng. 
:!rig. 7. ioa shows the c:onjugate :reac:tions only. From this figure 
it follows th<lit 
(7. 30) 
Th~ elasti~ loads due to the first effect are i:(hown in Fig. 7. !Ob. 
' . ' 






...--. -. ·---·-·--~ 
y 
(a) 
Re~o~ions I Only 
I 
. ·, . ((#, ... ,,. ) . )~·. 
,'. J. l I 
~t ijlll .,-+ .. / ', 
. · .. ··. / ~',; 
( (
W, -')', )) 
R1 l~c;:os .· \~···· ~. + Q!' 
···.v; 
> Pq•t q 
(b) 
;Fix-st ~ffect 
Conjµgate $;pan ij 
j 
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w. ""'Y· l l 
"' ., '2 . 
( (pi - 1':1, . ) 
.1 ...... Cf)$· ... 2.·· ..... + Q'i '. 
Iii· /i 0,1~i'7',,,i·' 





and s1.1,QEptit~ting for e1<=l-~ti~ loads f:rom tp,e Eqs. (7. 24, 25), usipg the 
T~p~~ (3. 2), thE;! above l;:l~pPe$ijion a~mpiifie13 to 
(7. 31} 
Similar p:ro,;equ:r~ for th~ sec<:;md effect :results in the tollowing equation . 
. (fp~ ri < {3i only) 
(f o;r "Y. > f3.,) 
J, J, 
(7. 32) 
7 f · l5 T~tal E;ilastic Wei~n.ts of Sp1:1,p ij 
~., .. , .. ,,,.,,:,• 1 · 1 •·,,, ... ,,,·j,.·.· •,····· 
After analyzing the contin;u,ous beam (Fig. 6. 3) for a 1JJ1it concen~ 
t:rat~~ fqu:rc,E;i, the /i!ipan ij is is9lated and she>wn as a frt;i~ body in F~g. 7. 11. 
Zi,P Zj:i/ and Xif Xji' i\r Yji ara the r~actiye forces and mo:ment~, 
:respectiv~ly. 
. o' r 
i 
x .. Jl 
. C) 
Fig. 7. 11 
Fp~e ~ody <!>~ ~pan ij 
... 
Xij' Y~j' f:l.:t:td Yji j;\:re tfeate<;l as applied :µ11'.)m~nts in. a.ddition to 
. th~ v.n.i~ Qon~entr~ted load • 
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. Refer:i;-h,~ bac::k tp FfJ~ 7 ,.4, ;tlie r~sv.ltant elJetic:: weights, due to 
-iinit moment ~ij' fQUPw f;r(;);m tne elastp static equilibl:'ium of thij conju~ 
ga~e ~:pa.~ ij ~ ,;1hµEli 




.. ij~ ;,; ,. f;ijxy 
w.<.1j> ;; (gj;iyy .. fijyy> 
. lJ;f 
?l".(jt} 
. .ij~ Fl '" gtjxy 
.. · (j~) 
ypijy :;: (fHyy ... ~ij;yy> 
tw.<:P~) ;. 
.. t.j 




YJ-;. (fJ."ivv ~ g.. ) +. (t.. .. t1. ) 
.., "Y . -1-JyY 'J 1Y JY ' 
7. 6 .•. ~n.d SlQp~a of an,!!;SP~P ... S~~eture · 
F\€h 7~ 12 !iJhOWi th;rf:!e left sid~ epans of a continuous beam. i is 
· the end l!l~:PPQJ;lt~ · ~: 
' :1¥l 
yij, X:if Xjk' 4kl.' XlP;f :t~,, a:,re th~ :i;iedul'ldl;:l,:nt momentl:!!. hi 
is ii:1,ll ~m~gin~:ry ~x~ension t(!l ta~~ ~1;;1.;1;e ~f 1he re q.µn~nt Y ~j1 as explained 
in Ch~pte ;r v. 
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Fig. 7. 12 
Continuous Girder ij kl rn • • · 
An e:x;arrliq.ation of t1'e fi.ve .. :moment eq;\:l.a.tion, · Eq. (5. 5), written 
for l!edund~nt ·:x:;.j, :revea,le; tl).at ei;!.Cl} term is a :pa.rt of the total relative 
rotati~n abol.lt !j eontriQuted by different catu~e(;i, 
U ~h~ end condition i13 such that the 1:1tructur{:l is free to rotate 
iil.PQUt oh,o:rd ij~ then, the t<;>~al :rotation ~PO'\lt the chord ij ~s given by 
the followini ~x:pressiop: 
(7. 34) 
whe,:-~ T ijx is th~ total end ;r;iot~tion about end ohord ij. 
Siuif.la,3;1~y if t;te st:r\1,ctur~ ts fre~ to rotate a,t its ene:j about an axis 
perp~ndi~ula,r to th~ e.nd ~ho:rcl~ then the corresponding total slope T ijy 
is·e~press~d as;i: 
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.,, :c ( (L) c1- (A) _L X ~ -1:_ rv o ) 
~,. , 'I\, "F Ti., "T' , • Y•i., rr .411-•17 'h lJ:Y ~L . J~ 1.J . J.~L J~ J (7. 35) 
If the end is tre·e t<:> rotate about path tne a:X:~s, then, the correspond-
i~g t9~al siopefii ~re obtai:n~d by substitµting 21e:ro fQ:r Xhi and Xij in 
~q.1. (7, 34) a:n<;l (7. 35)~ :res,pf;lctiv<3ly, 
ClIAPTER VUI 
APPLICATION 
Tl+~ numerical appUcrntion of the theo:ry <J.eveloped in the preceding 
ohapt~r$ is d~mon1;1trated :i.n this chapter by three exa;mples. The first 
pre~~p.ts t}le a:palysis of a. two span beam with one end Hxe d by the carry-
over moment method. The i;nfh,1.ence lines for forces~ moments and 
deflection~ are investigated in the other examples by th-e matrix method. 
A pro~edure of analysis by t~e c~rry.,qver moment method is 
outlip.(lld below. 
l) Break the structure into single basic spans, anct evalua·te the 
corre$pond,:i.ng c1.ngular fi,mctions {f, g~ t) of each span. 
~) Sel~cte the p-.$pan 'basic st:ruqture and recqgp.ize the redun,.., 
dants. 
3) Calculate the n-ppan angular functions (F. G~ T), bearing in 
:min.ct their moctifi.oations, if ne?~H;;sary~ for the existipg end condHions. 
4) Determine the carry.,..ove:r moment fupctio:ns (r, m)f 
5) Perform the c;:a:rry~over proce$~ in a tabular form to get the 
redu,ndants. 
6) Oete;px1ine the other fol;'('.!el:;l a,nd moments by statics. 




·)· 1\T • ·· 1 P ,._,a N l ~ ""~~:meric~ . :ro,...-1i m. .. <?. . . 
A twg .. ~:p~n oontirl\lOV.$ circular beam wi,th left end fixed and loaded 
as shown (F~g .. a. U is analyzed by the methpd of carry-c;,ver momente. 
The :r-adi\ls c;>f curv;ature of th~ be1:1m is eo ft. Both t)le s;pans are equal 
~nd each sul;>tepd1;1 a 300 angle at it~ center of cv.:rvat'IJV~. l'b~ cross-
,ectian ili3 oo~stant., anct the ratio EI/GJ is assumed equal to 2. 
10~ 
forij,. th~ corresponding basic spa;ns a.r<1 .the same as shown in Fig. 8. 2. 
One-$p~n an~l~;r functions 1;:1-re ealculi:ated oy eubstituting for the 
geometric ~nd elflstic pfope:rti~s of the a,trt;J.Qt1Jrij tnto the Eqs. (7. 8 -
i~~ 2 t). 
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Fig. a~ 2 
One.-Sp~n :aa$ic St;ruoture 
f ~ f ~ f ~ ~ ~ (0 183~5) R i3yy 82yy . S4yy ..,4Syy . • , ~ El 
g23yy ;;: ga~yy ;;; gS4yY :;: g43yy ~ ( .. o. 0&14.o) ~ 
A.nsYla~ Load· Functiop.s · 
. I 1 .. r ·f,·. , f I , · I , ii ,I I 
t'!>4 · ;;: (-10. 584l0) ~ ...• 
. <J ' :x: .D.I J, 
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t43y ·"' (11. 0~004) :1 
2.') irh(;) cQr~e:3pondJng n~span basie i;;tructure is shown ~n Fig. 
8. 3, wlw:rsin 12 is c!l,n imaginary e~tension to take care of end :moment 
Y23 (:;;:r-:; 12 > as explained in Chapter V, The geometric angle changes 
t . "' '> d 3 71" d 1f . d" t· 1 a . S11rPP(?r~s A an . . . are .. z an · 5 :ria :i.a.n13, re spec we: y. 
4 
Fig.. 8. 3 
n.,.. Span Bl;!.~ ic Structure - Re dundants 
Xrn,. x:rl 3 a.re the reclund.ant 9hord moments and x34 is stl;l.tically 
d~terminate a.pd is eqµa], to the static moment bX34 .. 
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3.) 'l'he 11,,..span angul~r ~unc:lt:i.ons are dett;l;r:m:i.ned by Eqs. (7. 14 ~ 
7. l9). 
Fle~:i.b:i.lities anct Carr;y,..Ove:r VP,lues 
,, .,.. ' .. ,,. ., ' I' ' ' ' I,[,',· ' '' ' ., ' '·, ' 'I·, ,I 
F·. (L) F (C) ~ o 1 - 1 '"" 
Th~refQ:r~. 
· ll' l . ,,,. (0. 18325) j\ 




. 2 . 
. ft 
co. 9177a> m 
CR) · R F? = (1~ l6512) m 
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4;. > The ca:rry.-ov@r mewent fiJnction~ ape calcµlated by employ..-
ing ~q,s, rn. 9~ 10), 
l'12 ;; o. l0283 
!'21 .ll: 1, 16882 
r 31 .:i .. o.02~6q 
r 32 ~ o. 4;19q 
nil ;z;; o. 
~2 :;; "' 9, ~0894 
~-) The e~:rry..,.over p:ro~~e$ is pe:rifo:rrned in the following table. 




C. G, (t) 
Q. o. (2) 
C. 0. (3) 
c;. 0, (4) 
C. o~ (5) 
C, 0, (6) 
C. o. (7) 
c. o. (8) 
C. o. (9) 
:fipal Chord Moments, 2:: 
· CARRY ,..OVER PROCESS 
12 23 34 
+o. 10283 -~ .............. 
-~-- +1: 16882 
-----.----i---.,. O, 92 165 
--..---+-+O. 47911 
0. D 20.44452 






- o. 024q 1 
-0, 00252 
,.. 0,00295 
-20,77059 -1.6493~ 20.44452 
kr-ft k-ft k-ft 
The s~me problem ha,.i:; been worked out by the method of forces, 
s~l~ctin,g th~ ~eactive forces z 3 an,d Z4 as redundants. The following 
:r~s;µlts are oota~nect for th~ corresponding chord moments, 
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Chord Moments ... 20. 7744i k-ft -1. 65249k-ft 20, 44452 k-ft 
~t iP ip.te;resting to note that inspite of i::;ome ca:i;-;ry-over factors 
equal to and great~r th~n unit:y. the ,::onvergenoe of the iteration process 
is so riapicl that only fom• carry-over operations are su#icient in this 
case to b;rin~ the results within 1 1/~ % el;':ror. 
6,) Wj.tn th,e redundant$ kpown, th.e determination of the for~es 
and moments across the st:r-ucture is a matter of stereo statics. 
Matrix method is einployed to develop t}ie i17-fluence lines for 
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forces and moments in a four-span continuous circular beam. The fol-
lowing steps lead to the $Olution of the desired influence lb1es. 
1) B:,;,eak the continuous ijtructure into stngle basic spans and 
evaluate theit an~lar functicms (f, g. t) 
2) Sel<::c;it the n..,.i:;pan basic structure and recognize the redun-
dant rno:r;:qents (X), 
3) Calc;:ulate the angul:;i.:r functions (F, G) of the n-span basic 
struqtµre. 
4:) J;i'ind thf;! influence matrix of the anguJar loa<:i function Or) of 
the n.-span basic structure. 
5) WrHe the matrix of the compatability (or five-moment) 
equations in terms of the redundants and the n-span a.ngµlar function$ 
from the steps 4 anq 5. In abbreviated matrix; notati.on, this is e:xpres-
where n1 :represent1:1 the numl;>eri of the points of the application of th<? 
unit load moving acros$ the str1.:.icturer 
6) Solvt;: ~or the redundant moment influ~nce matrix as 
,..1 
[Xlmm' i; [Fln:x;n [~r]nxn' 
7) Tne other foroes at any seGtion is then a matter of stereo 
st~Uos. 
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S) The tinal step is the grapbic1;1l repre$entation of the influence 
'rhe following n.urneriGl?-l e:irample cie:rnor;i.strates the above steps. 
A four,.,span eontinuoµs circular beam 23456 with f~xed enc;ls is 
shown in J:i'ig. 8, 4, The rc1.l;!ius of curvature is 6Q ft. Each span sub~ 
t~nds a ~Q[I> 9-n,gle at the cent~r of Qurvatq.re. The 1:rros$-r!!H;lct;i,on is con-
$tant throuq;hout th~ girde;i:. 'l;'he :i;iatiQ (~I/GJ) is assuxned equal to 2, 
4 
2 6 
Fig. 8. 4 
;Four-Span Continuous Girder With Fi~ed Enqi:i 
1,) All th€;! fo\lr ~:rans being ident:Loal in dimen13ions, F;i,g. 8. 2 
fijp:reEil'?Pts th~ cqrresponding basic; span, 
The positions of a moving 1Jnit lo<,1l,d ac;::riof;ls any span are selected 
5° ap1;3,:rt. The angular funct:i,ons (f, g) o{ various angular sr/i~s 59 , 10°, 
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151\ 20°, 25°, 309 p,re Ilijces1;1ary ;for thEi! determination of the angul~r 
loadfunctton,s (t) fqr var:i.ous :po~it:i.ons of the unit 10?1,d. They are 
Qbt;3,ined oy employing Elqs, (7. 21) and are ;recordt;id in Table (8. 2 ). The 
bask span angular load. functions (t) for eac:ti positic:m. of the unit load 
acrqss tqe span are calculated v:i,de Eq1;1. (7, 8 ,,.. 13),, and are .. noted 
in Table (8, 3), 
2. ) fig, 8. p shows the correl;lponding n,,.span basic str'l,lcture, 
whe;r;,e th~ bro~en Une represents th~ imaginary exten,$:i.Qns to take cc\,re 
of th~ enq momen.ts Y 23 ;:i.nd Y 65 , The geometr1ic angle cl):anges ;:i.t 2, 3, 
4, ~, 6 are ... 90,,., 30111 , 30°, 30~, '-90°, respectively. 
~\ 
6 
n-Span Basic Structure 








TABLE 8. 2 BASIC Sl?AN ANGULAR FUNCTIONS 
.. 
f .. lJXY 
f .. f .. gijyy 
~l 1JYY El lJyx EI EI 2 wi f .. lJXX 1t" f .. "If gijxy 1f R 
J1YY gjiyy 
gjiyx 
. ' " 
5(? o. 17448 o. 02913 -0.00190 -0.01453 
10° 0.34;862 0.05850 ., o. 00761 -0.02899 
15~ o. 52211 0.08886 -0.01710 -0.04328 
20° 0.69461 0. i 1895 -0.03034 .. o. 05735 
25~ 0.86581 0. 15050 -0, 04730 -0.07110 
30° 1. 03540 o. 18325 -0.06792 -0.08445 
TABLE 8, 3 BAS!<:; SPAN ANGULAR LOAD FUNCTIONS 
Unit Load at t .. EI t .. EI t . . EI lJX R lJY R JlY R 
,. . . 
i 0.00 0, 00 o.oo 
1 -0,786i9 -0.64712 0.49561 
2 "' 1,10032 -0.9&147 0.89085 
3 -1,05841 ' -0.96985 1. 10800 
4 -0.78010 -.t:>. 76813 1. 07420 
5 -o.3e683 -0.41905 0.72368 
j 0.00 o. 00 0~00 
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x1~ (i= Y 2 3), :x:23• x34, x45, x56, and x67 {::; Y 65 ) are the redun-
ct~nt mqments to 1:;le dete:rrnined for a.H :polclitions of a moving unit load. 
tiOP.$: 
3.) E)qs. (7. H .. 18) p;rovide the following n-span angular func,., 
p(L) ;;; F(C) ~ 0 
1 1 
F (L) ::,; 0 
2 
;El' JC) ;. {0, 91776) :I 
F~ ;;: (2. 08287) ~ 
1'J' {L) = .. · (o 9 1 177) R t-· ... . .. ' . ,.. EI 3 
FiC) · "' (0. 80012) ·ti 
(J;t) R F 3 ::: (0.91177)& 
F 3 = (2.62366):i\. 
F (L~ = (p~ 91177) ,;\. 4. .I.I,!. 
F 1c) = (O. 800l2) i 
:irJFt> ~ (0, 91177)' 
Ther,efor~, 
F 4 .lie (2. 62366) -£:r_ 
F JC> = (0. 91'776)-:r. 
(R) f 5 . :;: 0 
F (L) 
6 .. (0, l8325) ~ 
.F (C) :;; F-(R) 
"' 
0 
·6 ·6 . -
. 'rhe :rEilf ox,e ,- . 
Fa :;: (0. 18~25) ii 
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~ (;R) ;: 
l? 
R, c ... o. 21419> m 
G {~~ ;. {O. l3f>86) ~ .. 23 ~.I, 
G {J.i) :.; (O~ 428S8) .:., 34 .C:,,J. 
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fa?'., g~rf;f".0v;e,r ~~lt\l~fil 
. Gu i,;· o 3 i -. co. 16890) j 
... 
R 0 46 .· ~ G64 = (0. 16890lm; 
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4,) l;C(;i, (7. 19)., a.fte~ ~rnhsvttµting fa:r the knc,,vvn quantities, yield$ 
the fQUovving e,cp:iressi<:>ns for the n .. span a.ngµJaf lqad fµnc.tiop~~ 
·(· ta~~ + ~ t32y "' 2 t34y · 
it' 
· .... 1. 161511 <lr,) bX2 $ ,,. 0, 29254 
. ( .. ~(t3~y + t41,,y> ..J,,~ (t34y -v t43y) + t34:x: ) 
. ·. · "
3 
•. +o. a412s ii l hx23 • o. 9 an <i\ > bx34 • a. 29254 <, lbx45 
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T9 save some labor, th~ followin~ substitutions ar~ made into the 
a,bove equation.~. 
X. 5 .. a. =. .;., X + 'hX v ... . p5 ·. . "" 56 
X12 Fl + X23 G21 + X34 G3l + 7 1 ;;: O 
X12 G12 + X23 F2 + X34 G32 + X54 ("tG42) + 72* = O 
X12 G13 + X23 G23 + X34 F 3 + X:54 (-G43) + 
+ x65 <-0 ss) + 7 3* = 0 
X23 G24 + X34 G34 + X54 (-F 4) + X65 (.-G54) + 
+ Xe7 054 + "F 4* = 0 
. X34 035 + X54 (,,.G45> + x65 ( ... F 5) + 4 67 G65 + 7 5* = O 
xp4 (~G46> + x65 (,·G55) + x67 F 6 + 71(/ = · 0 
and ti}~ ap,gular l9ad (unctions 7 6*~ r 5~:\ · a:nd T 4,:< are · 
symmet!rical witr. r~spe9t to T 1' r 2*, gnd ,,3~:;, 
re~pectively, • 
T;h,~se ~ngular load functions are recorded ip Table 8. 4 for all 
rtf;HJe~;H;Jq.ry positi(!):nS of moving unU load,. 
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5.) The cornp~tibility and th~ redµp,dant influence m;atrices are 
given as foUc:>w: 
98 
TABLE 8. 4 INFLUENCE VALUE~ OF THE 
ANGULAR LOAD Fl,JNCTIONS 
Unit 
(Ti>' .~ <7 2*>W ( 7 >:, )EI ( 7 >:i)EI (r >!<)EI (r >'<)EI Load 13-t 3 R 4 R 5 R 6' R 
® O.OQ o. 00 0.00 ' Q. 00 0.00 0.00 
1 -0.~8141 -1.24774 -0.03819 +O. 38269 0.00 0.00 
2 -0.68583 - l. 67 332 -0.25393 +Q,6l347 0.00 0.00 
3 -0. 67081 -1.52132 -0.49616 +0, 69060 o.oo 0.00 
4 -0.5024~ -1. 03554 -0. 62062 +0.61347 0.00 0.00 
5 -0.25334 -0.45354 -.o, 49433 +o·. 38269 0.00 o.oo 
® 0.00 0.00 0. 00 . . 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1 0.00 +0.96~83 -2.08158 .. o. 03896 +0.38269 0.00 
2 0.00 +1. 37166 -2. 86122 ..;0.25518 +0.61347 0.00 
3 0,00 +1. 34163 -2. 68320 ... o. 49758 +o. 69060 0.00 
4 0.00 +1. 00497 -; 1, 90587 -0. 62187 +0.61347 0.00 
5 o.oo +0,50669 -0.89216 -0.. 49510 +0.38269 0.00 
© 0,00 0.00 o.oo o. 00 0.00 o.oo 
1 0.00 -0.38269 +0.49510 +0.8~216 -0.50669 0.00 
2 0, 00 -.o. 61347 +0.62187 +1. 90587 -1. 00497 0.00 
3 0,00 -0.69060 +0.49758 +2.68320 -1.34163 0.00 
4 0.00 -0.61347 +0.2551ij +2.86122 -1. 37166 0.00 
5 Q.00 -o. 38269 +0.03896 +2.08158 -0.96283 o. 00 
@ 0.00 o. 00 o.oo o. 00 0.00 0.00 
1 0,00 o. 00 -0.38269 +0.49433 +0.45354 +0.25344 
2 0.00 o. 00 -0.61347 +0.62062 +1,03554 +0.50249 
3 o.oo o. 00 -0.69060 +0.49616 +1.52132 +0.67081 
4 o.oo 0.00 -0.61347 +0,25393 +1. 67332 +0.68583 
5 o.oo o. 00 -0.38269 +0.03819 +1.24774 +0.48141 
@ o.oo o. 00 0. 00 o. 00 0.00 o.oo 
0. 1832-5 -0. 21419 
-0. 21419 2. 08287 
0. 16890 -0.70538 
-0~ 3377B 
COMPATIBILITY MATRIX 8.1 
Flexibility Matrix 
0.16890 
-0. 70538 -0. 33779 
2.62366 -0. 41285 
-o_ 41285 2. 623-66 











.l l X34 I 
o. 168901 l-~4 I 
-0. 21419H-X65 



















··X23 o. 5'71662 
X34 l i D. 25fr694 
= I 
-X54 1 ·f o. 027110 
-x6,5 :I --0. 039802 
x67 -0~ 071507 
REDUNDANT MOMENT-INFLUENCE MATRIX 8. 2 
-0.5716:62 -0.2566-94 0~ 027110 -0. 039802 
o. 611115 0.154822 o. 1224.07 0~ 0624'.7-0 
0.154822 o.. 4748:53 . o. 12§819 0.122401 
0~ 122407 o. 125819 0.47:4853 o. 154822 
0,062470 o. 122407 D. 154822 O. 6111T5 






O. 027110 J J -r3* 
I J 
-0. 2566941] -r 4* 
o. 511662 
6 .• 3617 41 ., 
-r5* 
--t * 6 






6,) The influe:p,cf;l va,lues o{ the redundant moments are obtained by 
UEli:ng the ang-µlar functi(ms Qf Table (a. 4) in the :matrix (8. 2 ), and they 
;1re :recc;,;rded in Table (8. 5) 
7. ) The in{1ue.nGe values of the reaction z3 and the c:ross ~ 
~ectiona.1 elerofl:nts at. the section 2 of span 34 are developed by waking 
u~e of the matrices (4. l .. 4). 'rhey are .recorded in Table (8~ £$). 
a.) Thij influence lin~s q.re d;riaw:q for tne :rea.cttons X 34 and z3 
(Fig .. ~. 6) and the cross .. sectionci\l elements V 2z 3, M2ts• and M~b3 
(Fig. a.'7). 
Tbe b'lfluen,Qe values for defleoticm at the qe:nter o{ the span 34 
(Fig. a. 4) a:re dev~loped in the. thi;rod numE;iric:::al example which follows 
sn.o:rtiy. 
The fonowing seqµeJ,1.ce of pl;'ocedu:r;-e is found helpful i11- solving 
for the desi;r~d in!luence li:i;ie • 
. · l) Analyze the st:ruoture for a µpit load applied at the section 
oonside:red. 
2) :Reqagn.~ze the corresponding conju~at~ structure. 
3) Calc~late the tot~l elastic wei~hts a,nd the elasto-static 
:momentf;I for all tbe spans. 
4) ~mploy the elasto•sta.tic equilil;>:riµm~ and dete:rmin~ the 
cop.jugiate end :reactions and the elastie curve tn all the spans. 
5) :OX,~w the influen<;~e line. 
· These st~p~ are: de:mon$trated in the tonowing e:H:ample. 
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TABLE 8. 5 INFLUENCE VALUES OF REDUNDANT MOMENTS 
Unit 
y23 X23 x34 X54 X55 y65 
~oad 
at 
® o.oo o. 00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 0.00 
1 3.755739 0.996864 0.039585 o. 011133 -0. 004211 o. 015182 
2 5.237838 1. 378977 o. 126410 o. 035941 .,. 0. 013338 0.048716 
3 4.952971 1. 305553 0.212053 o. 061100 -0. 022151 0.082204 
4 3.612725 o. 941142 0.248855 0.072844 ... o,025679 0.097152 
5 1. 733710 0.451707 o. 191770 0.057141 -0.019510 o. 07 5468 
© o.oo o. 00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0. 00 
1 -1. 068452 ... o. 285320 0.797436 .. o. 103297 0,033205 -0. 134016 
2 ... 1. 487249 ... o. 402434 1, 103309 -0.218289 o. 070886 -0. 284040 
3 -1.414744 -o. 386787 1. 044485 -0. 302729 0. 100408 ... o. 396372 
4 -1. 022455 -0. ~81345 0.752569 -0. 317098 o. 108148 -0.418662 
5 .. o. 490011 -0.134851 0.360647 -0. 226081 0.079683 ... o. 301505 
® 0.00 0.00 0.00 o. 00 0.00 0.00 
1 0.301505 0.079683 -0.226081 o. 360647 -0. 134851 o. 490011 
2 0.418662 o. 108148 ... o,317098 0.752569 -0. 281345 l. 022455 
3 0,39(3372 o. 100408 -0.302729 1. 044485 -0.386787 : 1. 414744 
4 0.284040 o. 070886 -0.218289 1. 103309 -0.402434 1. 487249 
5 o. 134016 0.033205 -0. 103297 0.797436 -0.285320 1. 068452 
® o.oo 0.00 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.00 
1 -0. 075468 -0.019510 0.057141 0,191770 0.451707 -1.733709 
2 -0. 097152 .,. o. 025679 0.072844 0.248855 o. 941142 -3.612725 
3 ... o. 082204 .,. o. 022151 0, 061100 o. 212 05 3 1. 30555 3 -4.952971 
4 ... o. 048716 -0,013338 0.035941 o. 126410 1. 378977 -5.237838 
5 .. o.o 15182 -0. 004211 o. 011133 Q.039585 0.996864 -3. 755739 
© 0.00 o. 00 o. 00 0. 00 0,00 o.oo 
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TABLE 8. 6 INFLUENCE VALUES OF SUPPORT REACTION 
AND THE CROSS-SECTIONAL ELEMENTS 
Unit Load Z3 V2Z3 M2t3 M2b3 
at 
0 0,00 0.00 0.00 0. 00 
1 O. 06764 L 0.013893 0.002920 -0. 198070 
2 0.240066 0.044564 0.009976 -0.635806 
3 0.470556 0.075167 0.018081 -1. 073383 
4 0,705665 0,088792 0.023116 -1. 269285 
5 0.898915 0.068935 0.019489 -0.9866 10 
l ® 1. 00 0,00 0.00 0.00 
1 0,974610 r- o. 127 054 ... o. 056884 1. 851873 
2 0.843383 - 0.297993 -0.222505 4.512449 0.702007 
3 0.642277 0.507896 -0.352451 2.627830 
4 0.409055 o. 311982 -0.302675 1. 325842 
5 o. 182229 o. 135708 -0. 157624 0.491531 
@ 0. 00 . 0.00 0.00 o. 00 
~ -0. 108788 -0,080078 o. 104209 -0.265761 
2 ... o. 150806 -0.110820 o. 148155 -0. 364373 
3 - 0, 14:H80 -0. 104624 o. 143008 -0.341279 
4 -o. 101969 -0.074814 o. 103954 -0.242573 
5 -0. 048081 - 0.03526 3 0.04937 9 .. o. 114003 
® o.oo 0.00 0.00 o. 00 
1 0. 027176 0.019979 -0,026686 0.065709 
2 0.035054 0.025803 -0.033574 o. 085641 
3 0.029713 0.021896 -0.027823 0.073252 
4 0.017635 0.013008 -0. 0161 97 0. 043805 
5 o. 005 502 0. 004062 -0.004973 o. 013752 
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c) Numerical E~ample No. 3 
The influence line for deflection at the section 2 in the span 34 : 
(Fjg. 8. 4) i$ investigated. Therefore a unit load is applied at that sec-
tion. 
1.) Tne rec;lun<lant moments due to the ;:tpplied unit load are avail-
~ble from the precedin~ example. 'fhe other end moments of all the 
spans are determined by employing the stereo static matrices (2. 1) and 
(4. 1). They are recorded in the following table. 
TABLE (8. 7) END MOMENTS DUE TO UNIT LOAD 
23 34 45 56 ~ End M 
' 
x .. -o. 40243 +1. 10331 +0.218289 -o, 07089 lJ 
Y .. -1.48725 -h2.71586 +1. 803730 -0.55935 lJ 
Y .. -2.90365 -1.67122 + o. 519860 -0 .28404 
Jl 
2.) The corresponding conjugate structure (Fig. 8. 8) is free at 
the ends. 'l'he four spans are connected by hinges at the interior sup-
ports. 
3. ) The elastostatic moments and the total elastic weights given 
in Table (8. 8) are ~aloulated by employing Eqs. (7. 11 - 13, 31, 32) and 
(7. 33)1 respectively. 'I1he functions t 34x' t 34y' and t 43y are available 
from the secc>nd example. 
4.) The elastic curve is determined by using the matrix (6. 5) and 
Eq. (6. 6). The influence values of the deflection a:r;e recorded in Table 
(8. 9) 
5) ;Finally the influence line for the deflection at section 2 in 









TABLE 8. 8 ELASTO STATIC MOMENTS AND ELASTIC WEIGHTS 
Elasto Static Moments for Unit Total 
-Causes Elastic Weights 
BM(x9 EI BM (y~) EI BM (y~) EI Bl\I(P?) EI ij P :. EI P .. EI 
rz1 rz1 rz1 rz1 1JX 1JY 
0.00 0.00 0.00 0 .oo 
23 7. 106752 -22.750223 
2.384245 12:743392 - 0.773091 - 16.048191 
4.831874 48.757662 - 6: 137641 - 127.408141 34 1. 734414 40.074479 
0.219570 104.221517 - 20. 535-397 - 402: 395620 
- 18.576745 174.752509 - 4-8. 129686 - 808.867251 45 -4.091739 -20.621530 
- 58, 57 3194 255.540772 - 92.671001 -1286.575182 
56 0.966648 4.422083 





hinge ______ 4 
Gonjugate Structtlf~ 
TA~LE ~- 9 INFLUENCE V A,LUES OF DEFLECTION A2z3 
'. 
Unit Load at El(42Z3) Unit Load a.t EI(A2Z3) 
® '". @ o. 00 0.00 
1 
-
17.667309 1 -66.343528 
2 .. 56.377010 2 -91. 954794 
3 < 95. 464006 3 -86.918261 
4 ..-112. 672602 4 .,,62. 199720 
f,> ,.. 87.396359 5 -29.316459 
© o. 00 ® o.oo 
1 147.240166 l 16.497150 
2 269.608582 2 21. 160949 
3. ?87,029684 3 17.716899 
1 2 P, 907936 4 10. 127602 
5 107.038778 5 2. 473411 
G) 0, 00 © 0.00 
.. ,, 
' . 
'~-· \ ,/\, . /,/ 3 -1 
h/ / ~/ / ,.'/ 
./ 
2 ' Fig. 8-7c. Influence Line ior Shear V 223 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
9. 1 Sum~ary 
The ~nalysis of planar continuous curved beams, loaded laterally, 
by the flexibility :method is presented in this study. 
Chord moments are chosen as redundants. The other reactive 
forces and moments are expressed in terms of the redtmdants by stereo 
static and join,t equUibrium conditions. Two basic structures, one-span 
and n-span, are selected. The n-span angular functions (F, G, r :) are 
derived in terms of one -, span angular functions (f, g, t) and the static 
moments bX... A: fiv.e.-moment equation is derived for the deformation lJ 
compl;ltibility. The influe:qce values of the one-span angular functions 
(t) are expressed in terms of the angular flexibilities and carry-over 
values (f, g). The carry-over form of the five-moment equation is 
presented, 
The theory presented in this thesis i1:;1 illustrated by three numeri-
ca,l examples. 
9. 2 Conclusions 
A five-moment equation has been derive d in terms of angular 
flexibilities a.nd rec;lundant moments. This provides a systematic pro-
cedure for, the -analysis of planar contim,1ous curved and bemt members. 
Provision is made for the displacements of the rigid supports normal 
110 
111 
to tt,.e plane of .the beam. 
In problems involving a smaJlermumbe;r .. 'of redundants~ the 
analysis by the carpy·over moment method becomes faster in conver-
gence '" e$peeially when the ends of the structure are free tp rotate 
ab<;>ut y·axis of tl}e end f/ipans. :i;r· a strUicti,u;e with up to six rE?Jdundants 
is eyn;imetrical, the applied loads can be resolved into symmetrical 
and !inti·$ymmetv:i.c;al systems and the oa:rry-ove;ri m<nnent method can 
be very efficiently applied for its analysis. 
in this thesis~ the theory developed is applied to a :continuous 
oircular l,)e9-ro. However, th:i.i:; is l;l.pp],.icable for an;y- other curved 
mE;?;mbE;)rs if th~ angular functions of a basiG spa,n are available. 
9,. 3...,,,,,. Exte;nsion 
The fle:x::i.'bility a,pp;roach mcl,y be extended to make prov:i,sion for 
the elastically 1;1upported planar continuous curved o;r bent structures. 
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